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introduction

Redefining Community

If you’ve been running a business for any length of time, you will have heard
someone (probably many someones – including me) advising you to ‘build a
community’ or ‘grow your audience’.

There’s no denying that it’s great business advice, but there’s a lot less said about
what it actually means, or the many and varied ways that you can do this.
Gathering people around you is crucial to the success of your business. As Ben
Casnocha says: "Every opportunity is attached to a person. Opportunities do not float like
clouds in the sky.They're attached to people. If you're looking for an opportunity, you're
really looking for a person."

Clients are people, referrers are people, collaborators, allies, and supporters are all
people. Without people to buy what you do or share it with their friends and
colleagues, you won’t have a business at all.

But we have been sold a lie.

The idea that bigger is better. The idea that social media numbers are the only
metric worth judging someone’s worth by. The idea that business owner/audience
relationship is a one way street – a crazy pyramid with you on the top and
thousands of people throwing money at you from below.

This is all bollocks.

Unlike what the internet marketing gurus would have you believe, you don’t need
thousands of Instagram followers, you don’t need a Facebook group with 100k
members. You don’t need to be on social media all day, every day. You don’t even
need to be on social media at all, if that’s not your jam.

You don’t need to get up at 7am to go to networking events, or plan on doing a TED
talk.

You don’t need to be a superstar in the spotlight, or set yourself up as a guru on a
pedestal. You don’t need hordes of screaming fans.

You don’t need to join a mastermind, or even leave your house.
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What you do need to do is find a way to share what you do with the people who need
it, in a way which works for you.

I want everyone to know that you can be as introverted as you like, and have a
thriving business full of connection, community and clients that also honours your
need for solitude.

I want everyone to know that you can say no to a gazillion ‘followers’ and focus on
quality relationships instead.

I want everyone to know that there is no single ‘right’ way to build and connect with
a community.

There are so many amazing people out there running incredible businesses - many
of whom struggling with chronic illnesses, anxiety and/or depression, introversion,
fear of visibility, or overwhelm - who feel like they are failing simply because they
don’t know that they can do things differently.

I want to shine some light on alternative ways of growing an audience, or engaging a
community.

So, throughout April, I’m asking 30 amazing, creative, micro-business owners to
help me bust some myths by sharing their own experiences and methods of building
communities that support their businesses.
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REDEFINING

community
30 heart-led biz owners discuss 

the truth about building communities
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tara leaver

Redefining Community

You might say I embraced slow business before it became a thing. ;)

It’s currently five years and six months since I released my first online course into

the world and officially began my little online business, and this past year is the

first in which it’s shown real signs of significant, sustainable growth. In income yes,

{although we’re talking low five figures here friends - just about livable but I won’t

be buying a private jet any time soon}, {or ever}, but also in community - my main

email list is nearing 9000 and my Instagram following recently reached 12k.

Impressive sounding numbers, but it took over five years of sustained effort to get

here, and that’s an awfully long time in internet terms. And while it can be hard to

not compare with those shiny ‘six figures in six months’ businesses, there have

been many benefits to staying small and growing slowly, not least of which is the

community aspect.

The online world is full of shiny marketers touting six figure businesses, huge

Facebook groups, massive insta-followings and email lists numbering the tens of

thousands, and while that’s a thing you can have if you want it, I think for many of

us, the cost of gaining those things is too high, and it’s actually not what we’re

really after anyway.

And of course there are other ways. Slower, quieter, less numerically focused ways.

And the thing no one seems to talk about is what happens to your community - to

what could arguably be called the heart of your business - as those numbers

increase.
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Initially, my online community was very small. I’d been blogging for five years

before I created my first course, and had a fairly close knit and cosy group of

blogging friends. Those were the days when you’d hop around your friends’ blogs,

having conversations in the comments {Instagram wasn’t invented when I started

out}, posting whenever you felt like it, with nary a thought for SEO or scheduling or

platforms. Numbers just weren’t part of it.

And lest you think I’m harking back to the good old days, yes I think the focus on

numbers is unhelpful and divisive - something I’ve been experiencing more than

ever recently on Instagram - but there are many things about community online

now that I love and value too. And without the growth, I wouldn’t have a business.

There is no black and white here.

And so as my fledgling business grew, the community I found myself creating

started to grow.

The first few times I ran my first course there were very few participants,

sometimes less than ten. Still all very cosy, if not very profitable! As I created more

courses, and learned the ways of online business, more people started coming, and

this brought both more income and new challenges.

It’s a double edged sword, when a community grows.

More people are finding and benefiting from your work, and so more money is

coming in and you’re making more connections, often with kindreds. But more

people means more eyes on you, which can feel like a greater pressure not to make

mistakes, and you have to deal with any issues you have around being more visible.

You also have to make sure you’re very clear on your boundaries, what you’re

prepared to share and when, and how much time you’re able to devote to the

community side of your work.
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You have to learn to deal with disgruntled or demanding emails graciously, and

increased volume of both emails and admin. Helping people recover lost passwords

and resolve tech issues can take more time than you might think. And if you don’t

have a team, you’re doing everything.

And there’s the change I’ve been finding hardest to navigate - the loss of cosiness

and manageability a smaller community offers. Someone told me the other day that

they feel intimidated by larger accounts on Instagram and are less inclined to reach

out to them. And while that’s a huge shame, and I hope that no one feels that way

about me, it’s also true that the larger your community, the harder it is to keep up

with everyone who wants to talk to you.

Don’t get me wrong; I continue to be grateful and astonished by how many people

enjoy or find benefit in what I put out into the world - it’s a reciprocal gift which is

what makes it work. But I’m having to learn to navigate more incoming energy,

while making sure I maintain the connections that make the work both valuable to

others and sustainable for me.

It’s a learning curve, and I don’t always get it right. I often feel guilty about not

being able to keep up with everyone who keeps up with me. The nature of

community has changed with its size. It’s contains joys and difficult bits, just as the

tiny group of blogging friends I started with did; it’s just different. It requires some

careful navigation in order to continue to do my best work, connect with people who

will benefit from what I offer, and maintain a relationship with those who already

are.

What I’ve learned about community is this; nothing is what you think it’ll be, and

nothing stays the same.

Small isn’t bad, and neither is slow growth; it gives you time to learn the ropes and

make mistakes in relative anonymity. It allows you to build real, solid relationships,

one person at a time. Small can be profitable too; I know of people who run thriving
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businesses with less than 100 people on their email list, and artists making a

healthy income with tiny Instagram accounts.

Large tends to mean higher income, but it isn’t the answer to everything; it comes

with its own challenges, and doesn’t guarantee financial success. The nature of

community shifts according to its size, and learning to navigate the undulations and

what they require to keep things genuine is an ongoing process.

We’re taught that in business bigger is better, more is better, louder is better,

because more people hear you and buy in. But I think more and more of us are

working and living beneath the radar - we’re looking for other quieter, slower folks

to connect and work with, and while growth is in some ways inevitable, if you stay

conscious and intentional, you can create and sustain the kind of community you

want to be part of.
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tara leaver

Redefining Community

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Tara sends out beautiful fortnightly Art Notes to encourage creativity and help you

find your artistic voice. You can find out more and sign up here.

Tara Leaver is an artist, teacher, and

creative encourager living in

Cornwall in the UK. Her work is

about helping you find clarity,

consistency, and confidence in your

process and expression as an artist.

She makes and sells her own work to

collectors around the world, and

runs online courses that focus on

uncovering and developing what's

unique about your artistic voice.

https://taraleaver.com/
https://www.instagram.com/taraleaver/
https://taraleaver.com/redefining-community/
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melanie st clair

Redefining Community

She walked in the door, brushing the snow off her boots and looked up to see me. I

saw the flicker of recognition as she smiled and inched closer to confirm that I’m

the same face she sees online.

We exchanged the pleasantries with high-pitched hellos of excitement, embraced in

a gentle, yet eager hug, and quickly ordered our coffees.

Espresso con panna for me. Latte for her.

We lightly laugh through small talk while the barista creates our drinks. Looking

into each other’s eyes beyond the words we say, we both wonder what our time

together holds once we take a seat.

The mugs clink on the counter and our fingers quickly wrap them in a warm

embrace. We cozy into a spacious nook to begin sharing our stories with each other.

What do you do?

How did you get started?

How’s business and life?

What exciting things are coming up next for you?

Click, click, click. The connections align as we share more of ourselves and our

common experience as women in business. We’re reminded once again that we

aren’t alone.
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Not in business. Not in life. There are others walking right beside us.

We’re right here with you.

As business owners, we easily get swept up in the chaos of shoulds and hustle. We

feel like we need to prove our worthiness through follower count and email list

subscribers. But we forget the Truth that our worthiness is here with us in our very

existence.

Always has and always will be.

All my life, I wanted a friend circle. A group of people who all knew each other and

were friends with each other as much as they were friends with me. That’s what I

thought “community” really meant.

Yet, when this “community” wasn’t showing up in my life or my business, I felt like

there was something wrong with me. I shamed myself for not creating a true

“tribe” based on my limited definition.

So, I had to ask, “how do I create community in the way that I’m meant to? Not just

according to what I’ve seen done before or how I think I should?”

And what I realized is that I have the power to be my own community. The women I

connect with (virtually or in-person) over coffee, laughs, and shared experiences are

my community whether they know each other or not.

Most importantly, I am the ground where my community meets.

It doesn’t matter if they know each other, how many people enter the sacred circle,

or if they’re there at the same time. I get to be the pillar of my community – holding

space for one or many.
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As humans, we all want to be seen, heard, loved, and accepted. The community I

create holds space for those desires to be granted.

I’m worthy of creating that space for myself and others regardless of how big my

list is, how many Instagram followers I have, or how many dollars sit in my bank

account.

Our worthiness to hold space for ourselves and others is our birthright. The more

that we embody and live out that truth, the more that we liberate ourselves to create

the communities we were meant to and not just feel obligated to.

You are the sacred ground where your community gets to flourish. You get to hold

the space in exactly the way that you desire.

So, if you were start with a blank slate (and no limitations), what would you let

yourself create for the world? What would you create for your people?

Because they’re waiting and ready for exactly YOU.
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melanie st clair

Redefining Community

When she’s not supporting her rockstar clients on the rise, you can find her sipping

matcha lattes, traveling the world (or to the grocery store) with her incredible

husband Jeramia, or hopelessly trying to get her cats to take selfies with her.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Melanie St. Clair is a business and

mindset coach for intuitive

entrepreneurs.

She helps visionaries and Light

Leaders make a greater impact on

the world and create more freedom

in their lives by releasing the blocks

holding them back and access their

inner mystic within.

https://themoderndaymystic.co/
https://www.instagram.com/themoderndaymystic.co/
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jessica uys

Redefining Community

I don’t have thousands of followers on Facebook or Instagram. I’m not selling-out

workshops every month. Nor am I the host of a popular podcast. And yet over the

past few years there have been many times I’ve been fooled into thinking that

without these things, I wasn’t doing it right. That without the very visible

“platform” everyone talks about, I was doomed to inevitable failure.

Apply this bombardment of rules-you-must-follow to someone who is inherently a

little skeptical by nature, and the requirements became even less appealing. When

someone reached out for a “quick chat”, I worried I was opening the door to the

sales pitch I’d have to worm my way out of. After all, isn’t everyone trying to build a

business? And isn’t everyone signed up to some course or other that’s teaching

them just how to do that? How to “create engagement” and “build a community”?

Quite honestly, I find the idea of encouraging conversation because the algorithm

likes it, a really odd concept.

I felt exhausted by all the “shoulds” of building a sustainable business. What if I

have loads of followers but no consistent work? What if I build a strong community

but worry about taking time off?

Suddenly it all felt more like obligation and less like joy. And that was enough to

stop me in my biz-building tracks.
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I thought back to the beginning and what worked then. And the truth is, my

business growth has never come from taking pretty photographs. It’s never come

from the frequency with which I post on social media or the time of day I “engage”

in conversation. Because for me, as soon as it feels like something I should be doing,

the inevitable result is contraction.

No, for me growth has always come from sharing my work in a way that feels good.

From focusing on the single client I find before me. From sharing my experiences

and insight with the group of people in front of me right now.

My BodyTalk practice grew without a marketing or community-building strategy. It

grew because I was passionate about what I was doing and woke up every day

delighted to be doing it. In the same way it fell apart as soon as it started feeling like

obligation, and as soon as I lost the joy.

I’ve run successful workshops because I’ve connected with someone over a cup of

coffee and we felt the joint resonance of creating something amazing together. I’ve

been introduced to interesting research projects because I chatted with someone on

a retreat and our shared insight helped him recognize I was the right person for the

job I didn’t know he had.

All these things came about because I was showing up as my real self and

connecting, one human to another. And this is what I’ve come to realise

community-creation is all about: connection.

It’s a place to connect to ourselves and to others. Where we feel a deep sense of

trust, intimacy and belonging. Where we can give and receive support. Where we

don’t feel judged for showing up as the truest version of ourselves. Where we can

offer each other the relief of “me too”, the comfort of “I don’t know” and the

growth of “yes you can”. Community is a space we can come home to.

This isn’t about numbers.
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I feel the power of community when I hold space for a small group of 6 women

meeting face-to-face in my home. I feel the power of community in the online

group I belong to where I know for sure I’m not alone. I feel the power of

community when I’m supported by my essential oils mentor on the other side of the

world. And I feel the power of community when I’m invited for a virtual coffee date

and learn that there really are people who are out there sincerely offering their

support. Not because they’re intent on making a sale but because they believe in

lifting others up and bringing goodness into the world.

Community isn’t about broadcasting your breakfast choice or seeking approval for

your clothing decision. It’s not about Instagram stats or about doing what needs to

be done to influence them. I don’t feel any sense of community when I look at how

many people have signed up for my workshop. But I absolutely feel it when I’m in

that room, holding space for them. When I witness the vulnerability that comes

from shared insight and honesty of emotion amongst a group of people who feel

comfortable enough showing up as their real selves. These experiences make we

believe that it’s less about building a community as it is about creating the space

from which one can naturally emerge.

And the only reason to do this is because it genuinely feels good to. Not because

we’re trying to build a business, or get sales, or link it to a specific output. But

because we feel joy in connecting with other people and having conversations that

matter. Because we truly love what we do and we want to share it with others.

I’ve stopped trying to grow anything now. I’m not going out of my way to create a

community of “raving fans”. I’m not strategizing about how to build a platform

that will get me a book deal or thinking about how often I need to post to get the

swipe up feature. And I’m certainty not engaging in conversations because I know

the algorithm will like me for it. I’m doing it simply because it feels good to do so.

Because I feel like I have a voice to share. And because I’m forming friendships in

the process.

This is what true community means to me.

https://www.sophydale.com/community
https://www.facebook.com/groups/DrLauraRicci/
https://elitriercommunities.com/blog/the-great-virtual-coffee-debate
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jessica uys

Redefining Community

Jessica works intuitively, integrating her business experience alongside her work as

an Enneagram Coach, BodyTalk Practitioner, Eating Psychology Coach and

Breathwork Practitioner. Her corporate work includes both Enneagram facilitation

and research into organisational culture, diversity & inclusivity.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Jessica is offering a gift for Redefining Community subscribers:

An Enneagram Taster - Full 20-page iEQ9 report from Integrative Enneagram + a

60-minute personal debrief session for $99 (this offer is only available to project

subscribers and is valid until 16 June 2019). Apply coupon code LOVECOMMUNITY

when booking. For any questions, please get in touch at jessica@jessicauys.com

Jessica Uys is a Coach, Facilitator &

Researcher who helps people wake

up to their true selves so they can

live an uncompromised life. After 14

years in the corporate world of

Consumer Insights, she’s spent the

past 7 years challenging people to

tune into what they really want, to

look at themselves through a

different lens and to design their

lives based on conscious choice.

https://www.jessicauys.com/
https://www.instagram.com/jessicauys/
https://jessicauys.as.me/60mins
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christine blubaugh

Redefining Community

Cultivating Community through Vulnerability and Story

“In December of 2015, I was sleeping on couches in Seattle…”

That’s the first line of the story I started telling on social media nearly three years

ago to describe how my copywriting business began.

The story went on to talk about my struggles to give up my previous, decade-long

career path in wellness, my own health and financial issues, and my resulting

decision to sell my possessions, end my 15-year stint on the west coast, and move

back to my home state of Ohio to start over.

I ended that telling of the story with the light that came out of a dark time - a new

business, a renewed sense of purpose, and a focus on my passions and wellbeing.

Sharing that story on social media felt risky, precarious, like standing on the edge of

something vast, looking down at the unknown below.

Being vulnerable online, sharing “the truth” about life, business, and the bits that

might be judged by others is uncomfortable. But that distress is also what makes it a

powerful tool for rallying a community of support that goes so much deeper than

any “5 Steps to whatever” post ever could.
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If you’re feeling like oh-hell-no when it comes to vulnerable posting, here are a

few tips to make it easier:

1. Share from a place of healing, not of pain.

If you’ve struggled with something, it’s OK to wait until you’ve come out on the

other side of it before talking about it online. Your story will be more powerful when

you can also share the lessons you’ve learned from going through a challenging

time. It also prevents any accidental “hot mess”, in-the-moment posting that you

might look back on and regret.

2. Connect with a bigger mission for sharing your truth.

When you attach your vulnerability to something beyond yourself, it’s easier to open

up. Maybe you talk about your struggles with disordered eating so you can inspire

other women to love themselves more. Or you might talk about your brush with

burnout so other entrepreneurs can avoid what you went through. Consider all the

people you could help by telling your story.

3. Take small steps out of your comfort zone.

Instead of leaping straight into the deepest, darkest corners of your life, try sharing

something smaller and less threatening to practice pushing your edge.

4. Share stories of positivity.

Not every story needs to be about struggle. You can be vulnerable and still keep it

light. Share a funny, slightly embarrassing mistake you’ve made, a simple behind-

the-scenes of your life, or something you dream about creating for yourself or your

business. Your truth is everything you do and think, not just the hard times you’ve

been through.

5. Support the vulnerability of others the way you want to be supported.

Comment, like, and message the people you follow to thank them and congratulate

them for their sharing their truths. Not only does it breed good karma, but it also

strengthens your network and builds community - the entire purpose of posting on

social in the first place.
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Telling personal stories that push the edge of your comfort zone helps your audience

see you as more than just a profile photo and a marketer out to get their money. It

shows them your humanity and gets them invested in YOU, beyond just what you’re

selling. Vulnerability builds trust and establishes your leadership, showing that

you’re willing to step out of the safety of anonymity and actually be seen, “flaws”

and all.

What happens when you use storytelling in your social media content and open up

to your audience is remarkable. The people who identify with your story start to

flock. Comments and DM’s start to come in from potential clients, collaboration

partners, and people who find you inspirational.

What starts out as feeling scary - sharing your life, your successes and so-called

“failures” - starts to feel empowering. When support, opportunities, and

community come your way as a direct result of your sharing, you might even start to

love telling your stories online.
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christine blubaugh

Redefining Community

Christine writes sales copy for 6 & 7-figure program launches and website copy for

high-level service-providers. She also teaches up-and-coming entrepreneurs how

to write their own engaging copy that wins hearts & opens wallets.

When she’s not busy word wrangling, Christine can be found sipping green drinks,

obsessing over Instagram feeds, and introverting like there’s no tomorrow.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Join Christine's community, Soul & Sales, for free training on mindful marketing,

copywriting, and growing your business.

Christine Blubaugh is a copywriter

and messaging strategist who helps

purpose-driven entrepreneurs

express their kickass messages in

ways their ideal clients can’t ignore.

Her Soulful Copy style combines

equal parts personality & persuasion

to engage audiences, inspire sales,

and turn readers into raving fans.

https://christineblubaugh.com/
https://www.instagram.com/christineblubaugh/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/soulandsales/
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Are You a Starfish or a Spider in Your Community?

I remember hearing a number of years ago about a book called The Starfish and the

Spider. It’s about how the advent of the internet has led to the growth of leaderless

organizations (think Wikipedia, where the community generates the content; this is

the starfish model) and the increasing demise of top-down businesses (your typical

Fortune 500 company with a CEO and board members who hold all the power; this is

the spider model).

The basic premise of the book is this: If you cut off the head of a spider, it dies. But

if you cut off the leg of a starfish, it grows a new one. Rather than dying, a broken-

legged starfish regenerates itself. Also, an entirely new starfish can sometimes grow

from the leg that separated from the body.

This relates to me in my business as a leader of communities, and I’m guessing it

will relate to you too. It begs us to ask the question: What kind of leader are we

being in the communities we lead? Are we building spider communities or starfish

ones?

Here’s How I’ve Been the Spider

I once had someone tell me that their experience of me as the leader of a group was

that of a hub and spokes—and she didn’t mean it as a compliment.

christianne squires
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Rather, she said each person’s sharing in the group seemed to always funnel back to

me, like I was the one holding the group together, rather than the group holding

itself together with the responsibility shared among all.

She was right, but it stung to hear it.

And then I had to ask myself: Why had I created conditions like that in the group? I

knew it was because I didn’t know—and still am learning—how to trust the group

to hold itself.

In a group setting where I’m the leader, I tend to worry about the what ifs: What if

someone shares from a deep, authentic, vulnerable place and no one responds? And

then what if the person who shared feels exposed, missed, or left dangling out

there, alone, when no one responds to what they said?

Out of a fear of that happening, or to prevent it from happening, I step in. I want to

ensure the sharing person feels met by at least one person in the group.

I don’t think there’s anything wrong with a leader stepping in to respond when

someone in their community shares. That’s not what I’m getting at here. What I’m

saying is that I’m learning my own propensity for doing this—stepping in quickly,

often as the first one to speak after someone shares—has consequences.

If I’m the first, swift person to step in with a response, others may feel the

“answer” has been given by the leader so there’s no need to chime in with more. Or

they may come to expect that’s the dynamic they’re meant to receive from the

community: many people (the community members) sharing to one (the leader),

rather than the many sharing to each other.

Here’s How I’m Growing Starfish Communities

I’m being entrusted to lead a couple different communities right now, and this has

me growing ever more sensitive to the dynamic I’m facilitating in the groups I lead.
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What is my role, and what is not my role?

When I think about a starfish and its ability to regenerate an arm or leg when it gets

cut off, my mind goes to what is in the starfish that allows that to happen. Some

template in the star’s being, the blueprint coursing through each of its limbs and its

center, must be what allows the new limb to grow out of the center and eventually

become a thriving, contributing part of the whole.

The blueprint of its being. I’m coming to believe this is where the leader’s role in a

community sits.

I coming to believe the leader’s primary role is to steward the blueprint. She might

co-design that blueprint of values, structures, and rhythms with the community at

the start, but she’s the one whose job it is to continually lay it atop all the

community does going forward, ensuring the community’s ongoing life remains

healthy and true.

For me, this means being foremostly concerned with the core DNA of my

community—what gives it life, either through structures, rhythms, or values—and

then leaning into greater trust that the community will hold together, each member

present and participating and connected to the rest, the same blueprint of life

coursing through each one of them as they remain together, hold together, and

thrive.
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christianne squires

Redefining Community

Christianne Squires is the founder of

Bookwifery, a company that helps

contemplatives, teachers, and

leaders birth books that heal the

world with light.

She lives in Winter Park, Florida,

with her husband and two cats, and

she loves Instagram.

Take the free book pregnancy test to

discern if it’s time to birth the

message of your life’s work into a

book.

https://www.bookwifery.com/
https://www.instagram.com/christianne_bookwifery/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeUTR8Nl8s9AouyWPGV-k2lDGdO99uK9sjMpZcSUc6JWOQb_w/viewform
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The lovely Tracie recorded an audio for us 

– click here to listen

tracie nichols

https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/tracie-nichols-redefining-community-submission/s-DJmjT
https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/tracie-nichols-redefining-community-submission/s-DJmjT
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Resources

Most of what I know about creating nourishing community, I’ve learned from my 

ecosystem. Spending time in green and wild spaces, leading with my curiosity, 

whole-body listening and observing, this is how I developed this sensory, body-

wise, marrow-deep understanding of the interrelated interdependence of any 

healthy community.

The human-made resources I’ve found to support this kind of exploration are…

• Becoming Animal by David Abram

• Nearly any book by Terry Tempest Williams, but a special favorite is An 

Unspoken Hunger.

• Margaret J. Wheatley, especially Turning to One Another (The quote I read 

about Aspens is in her book How Does Raven Know.)

• All of Mary Oliver’s writings.

But I also needed to know myself, so these resources helped with that…

• Elaine Aron, both her book The Highly Sensitive Person and the other 

resources found on her website.

• Margaret Lobenstein, The Renaissance Soul

• Susan Cain, both her book Quiet and the resources found on her website.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=0d945c3296&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=184b26a964&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=c23e5977cd&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=eec27a1da7&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=4bb32967d9&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=ed5880d7d9&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=ca9cdc1877&e=a6e4642ab1
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tracie nichols

Redefining Community

I’m a rebel crone, coach and mentor, poet and alchemical aromatherapist.

Navigating off-the-beaten-paths can be both exhausting and exhilarating, so let’s

stick together.

Join me on Instagram. (If you use #rebelcronerising, I’ll be sure to find you.) My

beautiful (shiny, new!) website.

Freebie

I’d like to send … from my heart to yours … 22 short missives, gently spaced over 66

days to help you stay rooted in your magic. Subscribe here.

Hey there! My name’s Tracie

Nichols. I’m all about creating

spaces where 50-ish+ sensitive,

introverted womxn (I call us Rebel

Crones) can find community,

information and support to unfurl

their voices, be who they choose to

be and do what they choose to do.

Because, ohmygoddess if there ever

was a time when our deep

perspective is needed, it’s now.

https://www.instagram.com/tracietnichols/
https://www.tracienichols.com/
https://mailchi.mp/7723c1997cdd/rcgift
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The timing of this project could not be more lovely. I have been thinking A LOT

about my community these days, both online as well as my local and in-person

connections. In a world where we are so spread apart, social media seems to often

be the shortcut answer, but what I am learning more and more is that it’s the

investment in relationships that is what really what fuels my community fire!

Here’s the truth: the more you connect personally with people, the more likely they

are to support your work. It’s the relationship that builds that bridge, makes them

light up when they see your offerings, and inspires them to share what you do with

others and support you along the way.

As with any good relationship, there is a certain investment of time, energy and

reciprocity. It’s about building trust and creating a sense of belonging. One way to

create these connections is though storytelling, how you share not just what you do

in the world, but who you are. This is such an important piece! Once you begin to

peel back the layers, though we all have such unique and varied experiences, we all

also share so many universal truths. Weaving these threads through your brand is a

beautiful relationship builder, and it also requires a lot of self-inquiry, awareness,

and good boundaries! Going deeper into ourselves allows us to go deeper with

others. This is absolutely one way I lean into my community and create more

expansion for us all.

The other aspect of belonging in community is the part that addresses inclusion and

accessibility. In this current cultural climate and as a woman of color, this feels like

mindy tsonas
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a critical part of present day community building. One of the things I am working on

is to diversify and create more access to my offerings so that I can have a broader

reach and a greater impact in spaces that need it most. I think a lot of companies are

re-thinking who their communities include, and this is truly a wonderful thing! To

me, community is not about wealth, it is about depth and breadth.

Allowing women and girls to access my art and programs, who might not have the

means to do so, is an important gap I am trying to close. This does not mean

undervaluing what I have to offer, it simply is about changing the way in which I

offer things, leveraging my community’s abundance to help support those in need

of more support. The way I do business is changing because of this, and so too is the

landscape of my community. It’s really so exciting! We are building more than just a

community of like-minded, similar people (racially, economically, etc). We’re

coming together to create a sustainable ecosystem that empowers everyone equally.

At least this is my hope, and where my Studiofemme community is heading.

Join me, Squam Art Workshops and Gather Here, for their “Stitched Together”

event, a gathering in Providence, RI to celebrate and discuss diversity and inclusion

in creative spaces on July 21st if you are also being called to re-define your

community in this important way!
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mindy tsonas

Redefining Community

This space of greater awareness and liberation is where we tap into the source that

fuels our most influential and effective actions - where create our life and impact.

She is devoted to using her superpowers for positive social good!

Find her online: Website | Instagram

FREEBIE

Get a FREE Inner Alchemy Card "Planting Seeds" spring oracle reading, when you

sign-up for my monthly enews to stay connected with me and Studiofemme! Sign

up here.

Mindy Tsonas is an embodiment

artist, body-positive activist and

yogini. Her work is to inspire others

to discover their own empowered

truth, to bravely step in and safely

strip down... on the canvas, in their

bodies, and in their own lives. She

helps people to see their inherent

beauty, shift negative body stories,

and challenge external narratives

that ultimately seek to take away

their power.

http://www.studiofemme.org/
https://www.instagram.com/mindytsonas/
https://mailchi.mp/38a9fed48913/studiofemme
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The lovely Jen recorded a video for us 

– click here to watch

jen eastwood

https://youtu.be/2ZkxOEF27No
https://youtu.be/2ZkxOEF27No
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jen eastwood

Redefining Community

Jen Eastwood: freelance founder of 

Rock Rose Digital, full-time pink-

haired Harry Potter nerd.

I help people who love helping 

people, through impactful words and 

a strong digital presence. It's lovely 

to meet you.

Find her online:

Website | Instagram

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=80da641835&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=44ff020a9a&e=a6e4642ab1
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This is for the introverts, the shy ones, the lurkers, and the awkward humans who

have something to say but are afraid to say it.

In 2018 I made the decision to start building a brand and community around myself.

It’s not an unusual thing to do for online business owners, but it was a huge step for

me. It was scary and confronting and stressful and, at times, anxiety-inducing. It

was also one of the best decisions I’ve made not just in business, but in life.

Let’s back up a bit to where I was before I made this big (for me!) decision. I started

working for myself as a freelance writer in 2008. Based on referrals and email

marketing, I gradually built the business up to managing a team and producing

content for clients around the world. As a “shy” introvert (and I’ll come back to this

later) I deliberately hid my face in any photographs I used, avoided sharing much of

my personality, and lurked within the online communities I was part of. This is a

perfectly fine way to run a business, and the kind of work I was doing didn’t need to

be about “me”, but I wasn’t working in this way for the right reasons.

My business was successful but for many years I had an itch to do something more.

Something that involved more of myself, my face and my voice. A blog, a podcast,

and more one-to-one interaction with clients. I wanted to help people with their

businesses and start conversations about the deeper side of what we do - the tough

stuff, the big dreams, the world-changing ideas - and I had a feeling that to do this

I’d have to start building a community around myself.

ruth poundwhite
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When you’re afraid of doing something you can come up with all sorts of reasons

why you shouldn’t. For me, those involved the idea that building a brand around

myself was narcissistic. That doing so was opening me up to criticism from friends

and family. That I didn’t really want to do it anyway (when clearly I did). Sometimes

my ego would tell me I wasn’t up to the job, I had nothing worth sharing and that

nobody would care. Or that I was ungrateful and should stick to what was already

“working” and making me money.

Except for the fact that it wasn’t working on a deeper level. I believe in the power of

women building their businesses, using the internet and social media as a force for

good, and doing more of what matters to them, but I wasn’t being true to that.

“And the day came when the risk to remain tight in a bud was more painful than the risk it 

took to blossom.” 

- Anaïs Nin

So I decided to get visible and build a new community around myself. Instead of

hiding it, I am now honest about the fact that I’m a massive introvert. I let people

know that I consider myself to be shy, except that I now realise shyness depends on

the situation and who you are with - it doesn’t show up as much when you are

surrounded by your “right people”.

And finding those right people is so much easier when you are being yourself. I

don’t believe in sharing every aspect of our lives when we are our own brands. But

showing up as we fundamentally are, and telling the truth of the experiences that

we do choose to share, is what connects us as

humans.

It’s been about 9 months since I decided I’d had enough with letting fear get in the

way of taking my business in a new direction. It’s been 5 months since I launched

my podcast, one of the creative projects I’m most proud of. I’m unlearning a lot

about what I thought it meant to be a business owner.
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I’m realising that it’s possible to lead in a quiet, but still powerful, way. I’m growing

my own community, with the wonderful side effect of having the confidence to play

a more active role in other communities, too. Most importantly, I’m building real

connections that make this journey a lot less scary.

For me, redefining community is a lot about redefining how I feel about myself,

what I have to share, and what I am capable of. It is about realising that you don’t

need to be extroverted and loud and pushy to grow a following, and learning that

hiding away isn’t as safe as it seems.

Hiding does not serve the bigger mission of your business. Hiding is playing a

character with the constant fear of being found out for who you really are. My

community knows who I am, at my core, and when they choose to stick around

anyway? That is the real freedom I have been looking for since I started working for

myself.

Resources that have helped me redefine community and leadership...

• The Power of Introverts TED talk by Susan Cain

• Company of One by Paul Jarvis

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=08ebea0040&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=de2739ad83&e=a6e4642ab1
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Redefining Community

Ruth is passionate about working and selling in alignment with your values and 

your personality – especially as a massive introvert. Click here to download her free 

guide to visibility and social media for introverted, nervous, shy or awkward 

humans.

Ruth lives by the seaside in South East England with her husband and one-year-old 

son. When she’s not working on her business you’ll often find her running (slowly) 

along the seafront listening to the Beatles or a 90s-themed playlist, pottering about 

in the garden, or curling up in front of Netflix with a nice glass of red wine and 

some vegan junk food.

Ruth Poundwhite is a freelance writer 

& blogger turned successful online 

business owner, creative business 

mentor, and podcaster at Creatively 

Human.

You’ll find her mostly on Instagram, 

where she likes to get a bit 

philosophical about online business.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=7265808067&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=5580ea57a1&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=2f7fd35e17&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=d7ce54d04c&e=a6e4642ab1
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The lovely Nicola recorded an audio for us 

– click here to listen

nicola rae-wickham

https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/nicola-rae-wickham-for-redefining-community/s-nEeWX
https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/nicola-rae-wickham-for-redefining-community/s-nEeWX
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Redefining Community

From her podcast to creative mentoring and merchandise, its all about supporting 

women to Dream and Do and bring more of themselves to their lives and businesses.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

FREEBIE

I'm on a mission to help you take up space and shine your light. But I know fear 

sometimes gets in the way, so I created an Overcoming Fear Audio Workshop. You get 

me in your back pocket when you're scared AF of getting started, making the next 

move of doing anything that takes you out of your comfort zone. Sound good? Sign-

up here.

Nicola Rae-Wickham is founder of A

Life More Inspired, a platform of

creativity which helps women take

the ideas that are on their hearts and

in their minds and bring them to life.

She combines her 20 year career in

corporate marketing combined with

her NLP coaching certification to

provide Creative Mentoring for

women who want to make and

market their purpose driven brands

and put them and into the world so

that they can change the world!

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=401e345cea&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=33dd893cf0&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=319dc15942&e=a6e4642ab1
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Throughout my business and personal life, the most important factor to me is

community. Without having people to share, support and communicate with,

running a business would be pretty pointless. Community is always at the forefront

of everything I do, and there is nothing more I enjoy than to connect people, seeing

friendships and business connections develop.

As much as I love creating an online community through social media and my

Facebook group, Fempreneur Flamboyance. I also love to bring people together in

person too and feel this is very important in this day and age where we spend so

much time online.

I’ve been running events to get people together, connect and create community. I’ve

run brunches on a range of topics such as entrepreneurial stress and female

empowerment as a way of taking down the walls that we put up and encouraging

everyone to share their tips of running a business and areas where they need some

advice or support.

I ran a campaign of making Instagram followers to friends - highlighting the

isolation we often feel as entrepreneurs, and encouraging others to get to know their

audience. This is also based off the back of something I do - inboxing interesting

people on Instagram local to where I am, or where I am traveling and invite them

for coffee as a way of making connections. It’s how I’ve met some of my best

friends and contacts, and create a #CommunityOverCompetition ethos that I so

heavily believe in.

chloe morris
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Alongside my workshop format where I teach a range of marketing, social media,

and business strategy, I also often run coworking events to build community and

allow small business owners the opportunity to share areas they are stuck and

naturally other share advice, tools or processes they use. This is also a format that

I’ve encouraged others to use, and have supported many other business owners to

start their own coworking in their local area.

I love to teach the importance of community to my audience, understanding that

some people find it easier than others to find their tribe, connect and support each

other. This is also a topic I work on with my clients, helping them understand the

importance of WOM (Word of Mouth) Marketing, and how establishing an effective

community can help build your business with referrals. The reason for this is trust.

It takes a certain level of trust for us to want to make a purchase, and once someone

in our community has told us something is worth spending our money on, then we

trust them. This is why I educate my clients on the need to be part of a community

and how they can create it themselves.

Depending on your personality type, many of us feel more comfortable within an

online community or offline community. For example, many feel uncomfortable at

networking or business events, whereas others feel uncomfortable connecting with

others online. I’ve recently delivered a workshop (and soon to be online course) on

the topic of FOPY - Fear Of Promoting Yourself, aimed at helping individuals to

overcome their fear, find their community and feel comfortable to authentically

promote themselves.

The final note I want to touch on is finding your ‘smallest viable audience’, this

means not looking to connect with the masses in terms of your marketing, and

worrying about whether you have 100000s of followers on Instagram etc. as having

that many followers doesn't equal sales! Knowing who your audience is and

focusing your efforts towards that small community will enable you to harvest your

fruits easier, making personal connections rather than scatter-gunning your

communications.
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Redefining Community

I run an online marketing community called Fempreneur Flamboyance which is 

designed to empower, inspire and create connections, alongside a range of live 

events such as brunches, coworkings and evening drinks networking in Palma de 

Mallorca, Spain and the UK. I'm often known myself as the Pink Flamingo, having a 

reputation for helping businesses to get creative with their marketing and stand out 

in their marketplace. 

Find Chloe online: Website | Instagram

Come find your inner Pink Flamingo over on my resources page, including a free 

marketing & goal setting workbook.

I am Chloe Morris, founder and chief

bird of Pink Flamingo Marketing. I

work with independent business

owners to build marketing and social

media strategy, create campaigns

and develop plans aligned with their

objectives. I also provide tailored

mentoring, run workshops and

online training to share knowledge,

provide support and empower.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=1d6122e527&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=6cd480638e&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=8f3a72cc8e&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=33d35cceda&e=a6e4642ab1
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Networking in Nature: 

Your business needs an ecosystem to thrive. 

Part 1 of this post offers a paradigm shift: That networking is actually the most natural thing

in the world. From this vantage point, you’ll learn in Part 2 how to network in nature, step

by step.

Part 1: The Nature of Networking

Networking gets a bad rap.

Especially if you’re not naturally inclined toward flitting and floating around events

chatting it up with everyone, even the thought of a networking event will either

exhaust you or at least make you cringe.

I feel that way, and I’m an extrovert!

Or maybe you’ve been “netWORKED.” You know the feeling. Like they’re just trying

to get something out of you. They might even ask about you, but you can tell they

are just waiting to sell you on something. I get it. Ick.

But here’s the thing…

julie wolk
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The success of our businesses depends on the networks that we are a part of and

create. We cannot do this alone.

Luckily, networking does not have to be yucky. It can actually be deeply meaningful,

connective and beneficial to everyone involved.

So let’s look at networking from a different perspective, a more NATURAL

perspective…

Perhaps you know a little bit (or a great deal, if you’re a plant geek like me!) about

how ecosystems work, but I’ll give you a basic definition:

ec·o·sys·tem –ˈēkōˌsistəm/ (noun)

“a complex biological network or interconnected system”

A healthy, robust ecosystem has an overall balance – it consumes and generates

resources of all kinds, providing sustenance for all its component parts.

It has many interconnected species – like fruit trees, small mammals, edible plants,

pollinators, soil microbes – all exchanging food, oxygen, minerals, water, and

pollen with each other, and each playing their own role.

A robust ecosystem is diverse and has many points of intersection, so it’s resilient

and can sustain itself over time; it can withstand natural disasters and rebound. If

one food source dries up, there is another one around the corner.

It’s the same in your business.

In your business ecosystem, you relate to and connect with other people and

entities. You exchange things, learn things, buy things, consume things, and you

offer other things back out to these other “species” in your ecosystem.
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You hire specialists, assistants, and coaches, collaborate with people, refer clients to

people and vice versa.

And, as in nature, the more interconnections and resources you have, the more

robust a web you weave, and the more support you have to create a successful

business over time (cuz y’all, it takes time).

And... the more you’ll be able to weather the inevitable natural disasters of running

a business (cuz trust me, they’ll happen).

...So the idea is to grow and nurture these relationships, so they develop into

mutually beneficial exchanges.

In ecology, this is called mutualistic symbiosis… a close, long-term interaction

between two different species where both species benefit.

Just like an ecosystem, your business thrives in a diverse web of interrelated beings

helping each other out over the long-term.

Community at its best!

And the more each person is playing her right role (or, fulfilling her niche),

supporting some people and calling on support from others, the more smoothly the

system works (the word niche actually comes from ecology).

(And by the way... when you know your niche – what you do, who you do it for and

how you do it – it becomes so much easier to talk about it with the people you’re

gonna network with).

And networking stops being so damn painful.

It simply becomes a conversation about roles:

http://juliewolkcoaching.com/plant-sex-niching-love-story/
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“What’s your role in this ecological web? That’s so cool! Here’s mine! How can we help each

other? Are we a good fit to work together?”

And then it can evolve into a conversation that weaves a stronger web of support for

the mutual benefit of all:

“You do that?! Oh my gosh, you have to meet so and so! Let me connect you.”

And then everybody’s all lit up and happy.

And the best part is that there are ways to do this that don’t involve fluorescent

light-filled rooms, 7AM meetings or lots of awkward elevator pitches.

Part 2: How to Grow Your Ecological Web

I’ve facilitated Networking in Nature in the Oakland, California hills for three years

now.

We call it “the least awkward networking event you could go to.”

And it’s true. Because there’s just something about being in nature that opens us up

and lets us relax. There’s a way we’re held by earth that allows us to be more

vulnerable, more open, more real. More natural.

Participants are able to share at a surprisingly deep level about themselves, their

businesses, their joys and challenges. There is never a sense of competition, only

compassion, camaraderie and support as we look up at the trees together, breathe

the fresh air and listen to the birds calling out in the distance.

People do walk away with new business connections and clients, absolutely.

http://juliewolkcoaching.com/services/networking-in-nature/
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But perhaps even more importantly for these solopreneurs (who generally spend a

lot of time alone at a computer!), people have the opportunity to slow down and get

connected to themselves and to nature. And from this place they find authentic

connections to other entrepreneurs, plus new ideas, encouragement, and inspiration

for their work.

The formula is relatively simple, and I’ll outline it here in case you want to try

something like this in your community (and you don’t need to be a business coach

to do this... an event like this could work great for almost any kind of business).

It’s a great “top-of-the-funnel” marketing event. In other words, it’s a low-risk,

inexpensive way for potential clients to get to know you before diving into deeper

work with you.

The key piece is first giving people time to connect to themselves and to the place

before diving into networking and connecting to others. This helps people slow down

and get grounded and present, and makes the conversations much richer.

Here are the basics:

Find a nice wide, flat trail in an accessible location with easy parking. Scout it out

first. Check to see if permits are needed when gathering a group (often necessary for

paid events).

Start at the trailhead and have people introduce themselves briefly to the whole

group. Introduce yourself and share why you’re offering this event. Share any safety

information and the general plan for your time together.

Lead people in a silent walk. I offer a guided meditation to get people to slow down

and connect to themselves and nature. Then, I lead them on a very slow wander for

about 15 minutes, until we get to the first “stop” on our journey. Their only job

during this time is to walk at half their usual pace, feel their bodies, and notice what

they see/smell/hear.
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At the first stop, I give some context about how networking is the most natural

thing in the world (see Part 1). Then I divide people into small groups and give them

a prompt. I time 2-3 minutes for each person (bring a time piece and noise maker!).

Each time you convene a small group, make sure people introduce themselves first,

then answer the prompt. At the first stop, I always ask people what they’re grateful

for. Other prompts that work for my event (but will be different for you depending

on our audience) are:

• What’s something you’re celebrating in your business?

• What’s a challenge you’re having in your business?

• What’s your next edge, or new exciting thing on the horizon in your

business?

• How did you positively impact a client this week?

• What’s an act of self-care you’d like to commit to?

Then, I lead people to the next stop on the trail. While folks are walking between

stops, I encourage them to chat with someone new and give them optional prompts

from above if they need them. Then we stop at the next place for another small

group. We do this 5 times at my event (three stops going in, and two coming out of

the woods).

At the final stop, I gather the entire group instead of small groups. I ask people what

moved them today... What was an a-ha they had or what are they taking away from

this experience? It’s always a rich and beautiful conversation, and it helps you know

how the event went.

I then announce any upcoming events I’m offering and other ways people can work

with me. And then we depart. It lasts 2.5 hours.

If this sounds like it would be a great marketing strategy for you, and you’d like

support to create a networking event in nature for entrepreneurs or for any other

group of clients or potential, I would love to support you. From curriculum design to

facilitation to marketing,
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I’m here to help. You can find the form for a free consultation on my website.

And if you’re intrigued by using a nature-based model to run your business and want to

learn more, I invite you to watch my free video training, Grow a Burnout-free Business,

Nature’s Way.

http://juliewolkcoaching.com/grow-a-burnout-free-business/
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A lifelong nature freak, she has over 15 years of experience turning vision into

reality and would love to help you create a simpler, more enjoyable, nature-led life

and business. She offers private business coaching online and in nature, the annual

Replenish Winter Reflection & Strategy Retreat for Women Entrepreneurs, the Roots of

Business home study course, and the Redwood Circle Women’s Business Community.

You can find her online here.

Julie Wolk helps hard-working

coaches, consultants, and healers,

grow rooted, blossoming, burnout-

free businesses modeled after the

way nature works. She's a firm

believer that if we step off the

hamster wheel, and tune into

nature’s rhythms, we can grow more

sustainable lives, businesses and

even—gasp!—a better world.

http://juliewolkcoaching.com/
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The lovely Grace recorded a video for us 

– click here to watch

grace howes

https://kgracehowes.wistia.com/medias/n4d3ajwnko
https://kgracehowes.wistia.com/medias/n4d3ajwnko
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Working with Grace, allows women who want to change the world to finally start

doing (and enjoying!) the work they are called to do.

Connect with Grace here: Website | Instagram | Facebook

As a Soul Nudger and Life coach,

Grace Howes supports purpose-

driven female entrepreneurs to do

the deep self work required to

succeed in business.

Using a 5-step navigational process,

she helps women to get to the heart

of why they remain stuck, break out

of old patterns of behaviour and shift

their mindset from doubt and

overwhelm to clarity and ease.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=fc72ea9a80&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=0408bdda30&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=773ea0d14e&e=a6e4642ab1
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Community Is The Opposite Of Busy

Busy.

It’s a word used all day every day by lots of people. Busy is our cultural expectation.

Busy is our excuse for not coming together in community and for not taking action

about what is broken in our world.

'I would love to, but I'm so busy'.

'I just can't, I have too much to do'.

It’s bollocks and I mean exactly that. Testicles as authority. Patriarchy. Control.

Power taken away. It’s not community. It’s not us.

You are not too busy. No. You aren’t. You may have lots to do but that is different.

You eat, you breathe, you wee, you poo, you fart. You manage those things, even if

it’s on the run. If you didn’t you would be full of shit and explode and that would be

a big mess to clear up and you just don’t have time for that, you’re too busy. We

need to laugh because the whole busy thing really is ridiculous.

It’s time for community to stop being something we enjoy a nostalgic moan about

and then carry on ‘acting busy’. It’s up to us to stop using ‘busy’ as our excuse for

not standing up for what is important in our world. Our broken world that needs our

help to heal.

rosie slosek
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Every ‘yes, I can do that’ or ‘no I can’t do that’ decision you make with honesty,

rather than a knee-jerk ‘busy’ reaction is an action of power. It’s a little thing that

is a really big thing.

Community only really started to grow in my life when I threw myself off the back

of The Busy Train.

That’s what it felt like to me. I was throwing myself off the back of a train with a

direction onto the tracks of no direction. I was waiting to be run over by The Train

Of Bankruptcy and My Business Dying A Death. I am using capitalisation to

communicate how Dramatic it felt. Because it did. We all know if we stop doing All

The Things, stop Hustling, stop getting up at 4am to Work On Our Business, our

business will Die and We Will Be Responsible And It Will Be All Our Fault And

Everyone Will Die. BOLLOCKS (back to those testicles again). (Also, I never got up at

4am but I felt like I was at fault for not doing so). Ever felt that?

For fucking fuck’s sake.

What I actually did when I threw myself off the train was to get off the train of

control. Busy is a distraction and a control so we don’t notice how relationships and

community has the real power in our world. And Authority structures don’t want

that do they?

I’ll tell you what happened when I stopped running my life by busy.

I started having anxiety attacks about how I wasn’t doing anything (even though I

was). I stopped doing what wasn’t working instead of doing what wasn’t working

because it was what was meant to work according to The Busy Rules. I started

listening to my intuition about what I was meant to spend my time doing. There was

a lot of time doing ‘nothing’ staring out of cafe windows at the A1 (a major road). I

started feeling historically rooted into where I live as the A1 is thousands of years

old and I and the modern version of woodsmen, artisans, travellers, and craftsmen

in the same cafe are part of a continuous thread of history.
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I was still having anxiety attacks about how I wasn’t doing anything (even though I

was) but now I knew they were nonsense and I stopped paying attention to them. I

started feeling a part of the world again.

I started feeling much happier. I stopped feeling so stressed. I started healing a hole

in my soul that I didn’t know was there. I ‘randomly’ found community groups that

healed more holes in my soul I didn’t know were there (shout out to Red Tent

communities). I started making close female friendships I’d longed for all my life

and hadn’t had. Amazing stuff started happening in my life: things I’d wanted for

years (people, travel, connection). I spoke up more. I felt more grounded and settled

and rooted in people and earth rather than doing. Shops and cafes started becoming

places that knew my name as part of a community rather than only a location to buy

a book or a coffee. I felt more confident.

My business looks different and is more aligned to me. It was an online business

community that gave me the name The Money Haven. I felt ‘allowed’ to stop feeling

pressure to post constantly on social media when I didn’t feel it. I felt ‘allowed’ to

have my own business community groups focused on holding space for them when

needed rather than focused on content. Business opportunities haven’t stopped. My

client numbers are fewer and pay more. I say no easily to people wanting a lot for

paying little. I have more fun and more time for myself. I feel more relaxed. And if

you’re wondering about money, that’s okay too. Since I stopped the Busy, money

has come in from lots of places I would not have expected and new income streams

have opened up. I have been able to start my big purpose life projects because my

mind isn’t clouded and distracted any longer by feeling required to be busy.

Community and power can be small actions. Tiny actions.

I thought I needed my life to be sorted before I could start my big purpose life

projects. It turned out I didn’t. What I needed was community cafe time. Once that

happened I had space to allow the ‘how’ to be released from my being. I now have a

clear direction and energy for my big purpose project. (Just between us, it’s an

incredible feeling to be doing my big life project so much sooner than I ever…
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expected and stepping up in this way). I’ve already made contributions to several

communities and I’ll share what they are so you can see what small and powerful

actions can look like.

I fund the monthly doughnuts and teabags for Norwich Sling Library run by a friend

of a friend who was a client (community again). That’s £20 every 3 months for the

deep jammy satisfaction of a generation of babies growing up with the emotional

bonding of close physical contact with their parent and closer bonding leads to more

connection and caring for people and our communities and the world. World

changing tiny action.

Another contribution is £40 every 3 months for 3 paradigm-shifting books from

independent publisher Womancraft Publishing (community again as it was one of

Eli’s books {Eli's note: the book was Naked Money, which actually started life as

one of these community projects} that created the connection with the publisher’s

founder). The first books will be given to a new Girls’ Tent community to support

them with their first menstruation so their first physical experience as women isn’t

an isolated one (not like what happened to me and probably most of us). (My

examples are money based as small financial ally contributions are my focus. Yours

may be different).

It’s world changing stuff from tiny actions and it happened because I stopped

running my life on Busy rules so what I truly wanted had space to filter to the top so

it could happen.

Because people coming together in real community is powerful.

It makes change. Powerful change. We start to see the subtle methods of control. We

start to say no. It can be as small as choosing to spend 10 minutes as part of an

online community instead of 10 minutes procrasti-scrolling while waiting at the

doctor’s or waiting for your child to finish their dance class. It can be clearing out

your Facebook feed of what you don’t want to see.

https://www.amazon.com/Naked-Money-Artists-Creatives-Share/dp/1719313601/ref=sr_1_9
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It can be saying yes to contributing to events and marketing which is part of a

community and saying no to those that aren’t (one of my personal favourites). It

can be consciously noticing and feeling present in the communities you are already

part of. It can be choosing to work in a location that’s a community (I am writing

this in such a cafe. Shout out to Magda who created it). It can be connecting

communities: Magda’s used coffee grounds are mulch and fertiliser for the

blueberries on my allotment which connects the community on the allotment to the

community at the cafe.

There is so much you can do once you start saying no to busy and start saying yes to

community.

To support you getting started:

• What do you already do in communities?

• What do you you already do you may not be conscious of?

• How can you say no to busy in small ways?

• How can you say yes to community in small ways?

• What is your big purpose project you can start in small ways?

• How can you be part of change in our world with tiny powerful actions?
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committee' for her local horticultural society. Which just shows you how much

community a highly sensitive introvert Aspie who doesn't do eye contact, hates

networking and lives in one of the world's biggest cities can actually have.

Rosie's business The Money Haven gives you a safe space and the support you need

to sort out the money side of your business, how to get started, the sole

trader/limited company question and ongoing mentoring. You can book a free chat

about working with Rosie here.

You can follow Rosie on Instagram, or find out more on her website here.

FREEBIE

Sign up for Rosie's free Self Care For Your Biz Finances Retreat here.

Rosie Slosek is an HSP empath

introvert INFP Aspie living in

London. She's run online

communities for over 10 years, works

from home and spends a lot of time

talking to members of her local

community on the street and staring

out of the window in cafes. Rosie is a

guardian of her local Red Tent

womens' group, is active in her

allotment community and is 'on the

https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=13252695&appointmentType=2529654.
https://www.instagram.com/themoneyhaven/
https://themoneyhaven.com/
https://us5.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=00d85da898a9450d29b79fbe9&id=eed2af4718
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“Trust is the glue of life. It’s the most essential ingredient in effective communication. It’s the 

foundational principle that holds all relationships.”

~ Stephen R. Covey

I’ve built several communities over the years. My online life began back in 2011 with

the birth of a personal growth blog, with which I learned to share my most intimate

personal stories and life lessons with the world. It catapulted me into the online

world faster than I could say world wide web.

Several years later I went on to build a business as a Life Coach, which seemed to

grow pretty fast, something, I now realise was down to the fact that I had,

unwittingly, been growing an audience and a community around my blog for years.

An audience that had grown to trust me because I hadn’t been using my content or

my community as a ruse to sell and instead had been putting out content with the

sole intention of sharing what I had learned in the hopes that it could help others.

When the time eventually came to start offering my paid for services, my

community, which had grown some by then, was open and willing to invest.

And so it has been over my entire career as a solopreneur. At the heart of everything

I do is a deep desire to serve my community and in return they offer me their trust

and a deeper and more meaningful relationship is formed.

I’ve never had a huge community because I tend not to put my attention on

numbers and rather on the depth of connection.

caroline leon
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But what I have always had is a loyal and engaged community of people, many of

whom have stayed with me for years. Women who have quite literally signed up for

everything I have ever created, woman (and some men) who have been and continue

to be my biggest cheerleaders.

Because none of this was intentional, I certainly had no strategy in place to cultivate

trust and loyalty, I’ve had to do some thinking as to how this happened. I’ve come

to see that there are a number of fundamental principles I naturally abide by, which

I’d like to share with you.

1. Be of service

This is something that guides everything I do. Whenever I show up for my

community, whether that’s in the creation of a newsletter, blog post, video or

product, my intention is to serve. I hold in my heart the best interests of my

community and try my best to deliver something that is truly impactful whether it’s

for a free resource or a paid for offering.

2. Be generous

Closely related to the former point, since being in business for myself, I’ve always

believed in generosity. There are some who will tell you to hold your best work back

for your premium clients but I call BS on that. Because of my spiritual beliefs, I

know that a) nothing I create is truly mine and b) I can give freely because I’m

always being looked after. It’s why I don’t copyright my content or use lengthy

contracts with my clients. Because I trust. And when we trust our community they

trust us. If you want to go deeper on the idea of generosity, I recommend a

wonderful book called The Go-Giver by Bob Burg and John David Mann.

3. Be transparent

I’ll admit that when I started out on my entrepreneurial journey, I was clumsy about

transitioning between serving and selling. There have been times which I’ve focused

so heavily on serving that I went broke for a month or two and there have been

times when I’ve swung so far the other way that I now cringe with regret to recall.

https://www.amazon.com/Go-Giver-Expanded-Little-Powerful-Business/dp/1591848288/ref=sr_1_1?crid=15CE8VZI0GEFP&keywords=the+go+giver&qid=1555064720&s=gateway&sprefix=the+go+%2Caps%2C225&sr=8-1
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What I’ve learned through all of this is that transparency is the only way to sell. If

we can show up in our community with honest intentions and be clear when we’re

sharing something that has a price attached and when we’re sharing something for

free, we build greater trust. So often these days, people use the promise of free

content as a ruse to sell and I believe this is a sure fire way to erode trust.

4. Prioritize connection (the meaningful sort)

I love my community. Having lived a nomadic lifestyle since leaving the UK in 2012

and now living in a small town in the mountains in Spain (where I don’t really

speak the language), I don’t have a big in-person community. I have my family,

who I adore but practically all of my dearest friends are scattered across the world.

Because of this and because connection is everything, the community I have online

has always been incredibly important to me. I’d much rather get on a call with one

person for an hour than spend that hour writing comments on Facebook. That could

be the introvert in me too, never a fan of small talk and always a lover of more

meaningful conversations. Because of this, I have wonderfully deep relationships

with so many of the members of my online community and I love it. It’s special and

fulfilling for me and I think they might like it too!

5. Have integrity

Integrity is my #1 value. Does that mean I never mess up, hell no? I’m in no way

saying that I operate in full integrity all of the time, but in my business (and my

personal life) what it tends to mean is that I can’t lie or deceive. Some might even

say I’m too honest for my own good. In the context of my work and my community,

an example of how this shows up is the fact that I will always put the person in

front of me before the sale. Which has even meant turning people away who were

ready and willing to invest in a coaching program with me but I didn’t think it was

in their best interests to do so. Of course, I try to help them in other ways, but if I

think it’s the wrong point in their business journey to invest in a pricey program,

regardless of how much I could use the money, I just won’t let it happen. This really

cultivates trust, because when your community knows that you prize their best

interests over your own financial gain, it really means something.
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What I think all of these principles have in common is that they cultivate a deeper

trust and the bedrock of community is trust.
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business owners to do just that in order to create a world where business can be a

force for good rather than greed.

She supports business owners to do away with the gross and manipulative tactics so

prevalent these days online and instead to adopt growth strategies that put people

before profits.

Find her online: Facebook | Instagram | Community | Website

Freebie

To receive the best of what she knows about building a business with integrity, sign 
up to her weekly Soulful Strategies e-letter here.

Caroline Leon is a Conscious

Business Coach (and Founder of the

Female Business Academy) and helps

change makers to build and grow

sustainable businesses rooted in

integrity.

She firmly believes that when we

change the way we do business, we

change the world and it’s her

mission to support compassionate

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=289804cc66&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=f414f98ffd&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=3032e9a64e&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=ef5f826c17&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=bf619468cf&e=a6e4642ab1
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The lovely Tamu recorded an audio for us 

– click here to listen

tamu thomas

https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/tamu-thomas-redefining-community/s-eEsbY
https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/tamu-thomas-redefining-community/s-eEsbY
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At the age of 40, and after years of compromising her health, joy and pleasure to

meet the demands of her career as a social worker and her role as a mother, she

realised that feeling emotionally and physically depleted was not a necessity, or a

given.

Launched in early 2018, Three Sixty is a holistic lifestyle brand which encourages

women in their 30s and 40s to create space to notice the beauty of things that are

often overlooked in the midst of chaotic and busy lives.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Tamu Thomas is the founder of

Three Sixty; a wellness lifestyle

brand she created for women in their

late 30s and 40s that want to slow

down, simplify life, and create space

for everyday joy.

Tamu created the brand as a

response to her own emotional and

physical needs.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=10e5cb82a7&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=37c062dea1&e=a6e4642ab1
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Community is my life blood. It's my love language.

It's what attracted me to the Internet in the first place. Way back in 2003!

Everything that has been a success in my life has happened because of communities 

I have been a part of.

Running my business is no exception.

I firmly believe we do nothing alone.

So, when Eli contacted me about being part of a project about building community, I 

knew I wanted to be part of it.

Total no brainer.

But life had just taken a big chunk out of me.

My father who I had been estranged from had passed away from lung cancer, and 

over the month of January I had reconnected with him knowing he only had a 

matter of time left to live.

During that time, my Dad and I spoke every day for 3 weeks.

We hadn't spoken in over 15 years prior.

.

meighan o’toole
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On February 14th, I flew down to Florida to his hospice. And at 6:15 that evening, 

five minutes after two more of my siblings arrived, my dad took his final breath 

with all of us around him.

It was devastating, cathartic, beautiful.

And it was pretty life changing.

So you might ask what this has to do with community or running business. Well 

quite a bit actually.

In 2018, I made some big decisions about moving forward in my business. I decided 

to pivot my business and move to an entirely new niche and focus.

2019 was going to be my year!

After being burned out from my previous business model I was on fire and so ready!

Then my half sister contacted me about my Dad the second week in January.

So as you can imagine, getting in touch with my Dad after 15 years and knowing he 

was going to pass away, and his subsequent passing, and all of the travel that 

ensued threw a monkey wrench into marketing and growing my business.

And as gross as that may sound, it's a reality.

Life doesn't stop for emotions. And you better believe your business doesn’t stop 

either.

As the kids say nowadays: life comes at you fast.

For 6-8 weeks I was unable to do anything in my business other than concentrate 

on my life and the current clients I had. Which as a new business pivot weren't a lot.
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That's not highly recommended when you own a business.

This is where community comes in.

During this time I was able to let my community know that I needed help. Travelling 

to Florida twice for a week each time within a 6 week period made it basically 

impossible to do any real work to build my business.

I posted on my personal Facebook profile that I needed any and all work, that while 

my pivot was going great, I was making slow traction, and needed income.

This was not an easy thing to do in the slightest.

But what happened really solidified why community is so important to running a 

business for me.

Through this one gesture people reached out to me for virtual coffee dates to hear 

how they could help and learn about my pivot so they could recommend people.

People asked if they could cut and paste my post and sing my praises and 

recommend me to their communities. This brought me leads.

Friends hired me for jobs that I could help at (IT stuff, Squarespace design, content 

creation, etc.).

And lastly people hired me for my new business!

All of this helped me stay afloat while I not only steered my new business model but 

my grief as well around my Dad's passing.

If I were to give three pieces of advice on how to create and build community around 

one's business they would be this:
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Creating the community you crave:

Seek out other business owners. Set up virtual coffee dates if they are not near you. 

Go beyond likes and follows. Get to know other women in your niche and beyond. 

Support them. If you haven't heard of it, check out #ShineTheory. In short, if you 

don't shine I don't shine. Or as Lizzo says it: "If I'm shiny everybody gonna shine." 

Meaning we all need each other to grow. By getting to know others you have a built 

in support system. You can not build and grow a business alone. Things will get 

tough and having a community around you will make the hard times better and the 

good times divine.

Support and help people with no expectations:

People find networking really gross. I don't. All networking is is getting to know 

others and learning how you may help them or support them and vice versa. It's a 

value of mine to be of service and help when and wherever I can. No expectations. 

No exceptions. 

Ask for help:

People love to help. Ask for help when you need it. This allows others to see it's OK 

to ask as well. Obviously, this goes without saying, don't abuse it. But don't feel like 

you need to suffer through dark times alone either. Sometimes all help is is just 

showing up and listening.

If I wasn't able to lean on my community over the past 3 months I would be out of 

business. I'm not being hyperbolic. I pivoted my business for a reason, and I only 

had so much money in the bank. Having my community help me when I needed it, 

not only helped me pay the bills and see my Dad, it kept my spirits buoyed and 

grateful.

That’s true community

https://www.shinetheory.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XaCrQL_8eMY
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Resources

• The Reality of Growing a Business Online

• The Singular Experience that Taught Me How to Earn Clients for Life

• Let’s Put an End to Fear of Being Annoying or Too Sales-y

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=7fd5d1a259&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=fa3f5d6c07&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=64f349d284&e=a6e4642ab1
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Meighan writes, hosts, and produces the ne podcast Get Down to Business, where

she talks about the ups, downs, and in betweens of running an online business.

Find her online: Website | Podcast | Facebook | LinkedIn | Community

Meighan O'Toole is a business coach

and strategist that helps business

owners stop wasting time, set

themselves apart, & take their

business to the next level. She'll cut

through all of the noise the Internet

shovels at you, give you a solid plan

to grow your business that allows

you to not only exist, but thrive in a

world that’s always changing.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=66b35913bd&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=ecd464dd2d&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=6cdc2d3243&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=cf567951aa&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=32c25c7212&e=a6e4642ab1
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Trust is so essential when working with people, especially the intimacy of treating

someone's body or listening when personal things are disclosed. Much of my work

is in the area of women’s health, particularly fertility and pregnancy. People need to

feel safe and cared for. It can make the difference of the body relaxing for a spinal

adjustment, as well as opening up about something deeply private that might be

relevant for their situation.

I’m not great at raving about myself but I do realise that people buy from people,

and it’s important to have a sense of someone through their website copy, social

media posts and photographs. Women especially connect on a body level, so I need

to keep being seen and heard, even if I’m more familiar with quietly holding space.

It’s so important that I have the right people to refer to and work alongside. Being

an introvert, I’ve never been one for noisy networking events. I end up feeling

overwhelmed and in need of quiet. If I do force myself to go to an event, I’ll try to

have one or two conversations with someone rather than feel the need to talk to lots

of people.

However I feel really comfortable making deep connections with people one-to-one.

I was reading an article on Linkedin once about breastfeeding. I got in touch with

the author and it turned out we live fairly close by. We’ve since had a great

professional relationship where I can refer clients to her that need breastfeeding

support. I’ve been sent clients from her where hands-on treatment could help to

improve a breastfeeding challenge, such as tongue tie or postural issue.

avni trivedi
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I’m fortunate to be the safe pair of hands for a number of yoga teachers that I

respect.

When you’re referring someone, it’s an extension of your reputation, so I think it’s

good to feel who would be a good fit.

Loneliness is a big issue for my new mum clients. I once matched two mums who I

thought would get on as they have similar parenting styles. I was so thrilled to hear

how a play date became a friendship. I’ve recently introduced some local mums to

one another and hope that they too can benefit from company for one another

during maternity leave.

Social connection is a big part of health, and it’s not easy in a city. I have to get the

balance right for myself as my hands-on sessions are intense with conversations

and I can feel as if I’ve had my people fix through work. Lately I’ve made more time

for teas and brunches with friends so there’s less online socialising and more real-

time.

I’m spending more time building online community and I’ve learnt (the hard way!)

to look for people that hold similar values of being heart-centred and looking to

grow in a meaningful way rather than just building an audience quickly.

The term ‘authentic’ is bandied about so much, but the online world is such an

illusion. People are either posting the glossy parts of their lives, or making huge

confessions that seem to be for likes and engagement. I like to keep the spaces I am

in, whether in person or virtual, conscious and honest. And sometimes it’s better to

embrace JOMO, the joy of missing out and enjoy the calm life!
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Avni works beyond the realms of traditional osteopathy, bringing in to play a mix of

zero balancing and a carefully considered range of skills so that she can truly

discover and treat the underlying health issues and imbalances that may be causing

problems. Avni practises at TriYoga, London.

Specialises in: treating pregnant women and women's health issues, integrated

health & wellbeing, bodywork, touch therapy, zero balancing, doula, fertility, pain,

self-care, intuitive health, osteopathy, reiki, touch, back pain, chronic pain, injury,

pregnancy.

Find her online: Website | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram

Avni Trivedi is an experienced

Osteopath, Doula, Zero Balancer and

Women's Intuitive Health Expert.

Having spent much of her life on a

learning path, Avni is qualified in a

multitude of disciplines including

paediatric osteopathy, doula, reiki

and NLP. An appointment with Avni

is unlike conventional Osteopathic

consultations.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=353a0c2804&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=c982fa7f4f&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=267d4ed358&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=53bff26c04&e=a6e4642ab1
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The lovely Erin recorded an audio for us 

– click here to listen

Resources
• How to Win Friends and Influence People

erin lindstrom

https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/erin-lindstrom-redefining-community/s-IyoXR
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=3474631d46&e=a6e4642ab1
https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/erin-lindstrom-redefining-community/s-IyoXR
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resulting in greater loyalty and deeper transformation.

When she’s not helping her clients make more impact or income, you can find Erin

playing with her two adorable kids, hanging on stage at Push Comedy Theater, or

having a long conversation about life and the universe on her front porch in Norfolk,

Virginia.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Freebie

Erin is offering a free 35 minute sales training - sign up here.

Erin Lindstrom is a sales strategist

and Founder of Shiny Bitches, a

high-vibe community of female

entrepreneurs. She helps her clients

achieve their business goals with a

blend of down-to-earth spiritual

tools and practical techniques. Erin

believes that by fostering vulnerable

and authentic connection, leaders

can create a more powerful bond

with their clients and customers,

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=80520b60bf&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=d8f67e2239&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=cf1de89e2e&e=a6e4642ab1
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What does it mean to REDEFINE COMMUNITY?

When Eli invited me to participate in her community project, I had concerns,

because I am in the midst of an ‘existential crisis’ about my ‘creative business’.

Because I just don’t feel like I have a ‘legitimate’ business…

As I’ve been working hard at creating my business, and crafting a creative career, I

see the general landscape is littered with a lot of left-brain, linear, masculine

business models.

And I do not really fit any of them...and frankly, I’m not sure I want to fit any of

them.

About 8 years ago, I made a commitment to create a business, utilizing all my

creative skills, experience and wisdom, in reaction to being laid off from a horrible

office job, in an environment that was left-brain, linear, masculine energy, that

eventually became territorial, so it was also a TOXIC environment, where ultimately

I was:

Overworked

Underpaid

Burned out (more likely had a nervous breakdown, in retrospect), and above all...

I WAS ISOLATED.

monica moran
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ISOLATION is the very opposite of COMMUNITY, and it is NOT my best mode of

working.

It was in the midst of this horrible work environment that I began to tap into online

communities through blogging, and it was the best thing that ever happened to me.

I tapped into a thriving blog community where folks were sharing their creative

projects, and lending support and encouragement, and it was inspiring. As someone

who has been creative all her life, this creative sharing out in the open on the

internet was a revelation, as I’ve kept much of my creativity to myself, due to the

prevailing attitude towards artists and creatives in society.

Artists and creatives are generally looked upon as undisciplined, unruly, and usually

irresponsible.

And we can’t have that in this well-ordered, left-brain, linear, masculine energy

world.

In time, I began to see how bloggers were finding alternative ways to craft a career

in creativity, and earn an income, bucking the traditional systems of employment.

For better or worse, I’ve always been one to follow my own path, and this looked

like a great option that could allow me freedom to craft a much better life, a way to

integrate ALL of my creative experience to help others reconnect to their own

creativity.

When I looked at the how-to’s of ‘building a business online’, however, it all began

to look and feel familiar, more of the same left-brain, linear, masculine thinking.

Even some of the right-brain, heart-centered, female empowerment biz advice had

touches of that left-brain, linear thinking and so much of it was based on so many

NUMBERS.
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So when I look at my numbers, they are pretty pathetic, when COMPARED to what

makes a business ‘successful’ (I know, that horrible ‘comparison game’)...so, just

for fun, let’s look at some of those numbers…

Instagram = 1065 followers as of this writing; I have another account created for

promoting my online classroom with barely 60 followers

Facebook = 215

Etsy shop = 123 people favoriting my shop, the equivalent to ‘likes/follows’...I

think..?!

Youtube = My newly formed channel, since January, has 90 subscribers as of this

writing

Twitter = 85

And finally...my email list with barely 70 subscribers...

Let’s face it, my numbers are small beans compared to the numbers thrown around

by so much of the traditional biz advice we all see so much of…and I’ll be honest, it

shows in my bank account.

So this is where my ‘existential crisis’ begins - how can I say I’m in business if I’m

not making any ‘real money’?

As opposed to counterfeit money! ;)

If only I could make some ‘Boggs Bills’ to pay my rent! (If you don’t know what

‘Boggs Bills’ are, learn more HERE! Oh yes, CREATIVITY is EVERYWHERE!)

But seriously, the numbers where I do my best work are really 1:1...okay, I’ll admit I

can shine in a group of less than 25!

YET...a community is made up of PEOPLE, not numbers.

What I enjoy most about a community is the CONNECTION I can make with others,

in meeting kindred spirits, discovering what we share in common, or encouraging

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._S._G._Boggs
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someone’s baby steps in Creativity.

I love seeing what others are doing to nurture and feed their Creative Instincts and I

love cheerleading their projects, lending support in the downtimes, or sharing some

of my own hard-earned Creative Wisdom for encouragement.

I love sharing my enthusiasm of creativity, of making things (of all kinds!), of being

connected to my Creative Instinct.

I love making creative workshops that blend art with spirit to help people REconnect

to their own long-dormant Creative Instinct, in a meaningful way.

And with all this cheerleading, encouragement, support and sharing, I’ve made

wonderful connections and tapped into some fantastically creative communities.

All of this was sorely missing in the last years of that awful office job.

The reason all of this was missing in the awful office job? Because everyone has

been disconnected from their Creative Instinct, and this crucial loss of Self plays out

in a lot of negative, unhealthy behaviors, especially in the workplace, a place where

a lot of business happens.

So now I’m realizing that maybe instead of redefining community, we need to

REDEFINE BUSINESS..?

Because business needs PEOPLE and people make COMMUNITY, not numbers.

I know for a fact that what makes people happy, positive and thriving is being

connected to their Creative Instinct. You can see this in the online communities,

whether it’s through blogging, creating YouTube videos or sharing on Instagram.

It’s become clear to me that the online creative community is getting this right, and

I see it spreading as a global movement
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It’s clear to me that ‘business as usual’ is no longer working for any of us, as a

whole.

It’s time to bring Creativity out into the open. It’s time to embrace this innate

instinct we are all born with so we can begin to heal this deep loss and more forward

with more Joy to CREATE a better world for the future for all of us, as a global

community.
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I provide simple techniques and ask thoughtful questions to help others see how

they can access their own innate Creative Instincts. I provide monthly online

gatherings of creative play and I create e-courses to help you reconnect to your own

artful spirit. I share my creative adventures daily to inspire others to join the

adventure!

I believe there is wonderful, marvelous magic in our world and in our creativity. I

love being in nature, dogs, reading books, making books, altering books, and I love

buttered popcorn, not necessarily in that order!

I am Monica The Creative Beast.

Find Monica online: Website | Creative Gathering

Monica Moran. I am a mixed media,

multi-passionate artist who is deeply

connected to my Creative Instinct. It

is my mission to help adults

reconnect and rebuild their creative

instincts so they can access more Joy

in their lives through Creative Play. I

demonstrate how fun and easy

creativity is by demystifying the

‘mystery’ that has been built around

creativity, when it is actually

surrounding us every day.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=798099a84e&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=49c0edd701&e=a6e4642ab1
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The lovely Jo recorded a video for us 

– click here to watch

jo casey

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DXib9Xpshs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DXib9Xpshs&feature=youtu.be
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resorting to the dark arts or sleazy marketing tactics.

Founder of jocasey.com and The Meaningful Biz Academy, creator and presenter of The

Meaningful Business Podcast, speaker, and writer for Coaching Blueprint, Mind Body

Green and Tiny Buddha.

Find her online: Website | Podcast | Instagram

Jo Casey is a certified coach, speaker,

trainer and coach mentor. In

addition to being British, Jo is

slightly nerdy and allergic to the

marketing bullsh*t in the coaching

industry. Jo specialises in helping

service based business owners do the

self-development work needed to

thrive in the online world, get more

clients and build sustainable,

meaningful businesses - all without

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=c493607ac7&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=9e109db95a&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=b9c1e55218&e=a6e4642ab1
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Hello,

My name is Suzy Ashworth. I’m an author, speaker, mindset and messaging mentor

and a believer in miracles.

When I was invited to take part in this project, I was both honoured and excited –

excited to share and honoured to have been seen. Because despite running a

business that makes multiple hundreds of thousands of pounds in sales every year, I

have a relatively small community. So whenever a stranger reaches out, it feels great

to know that my message is reaching new ears and creating new ripples in the

world.

The invitation that was made by Eli was to redefine community, but I want to go off

brief and share the perspective that redefining is not what you need to do when it

comes to creating communities both personally and professionally. It’s

about remembering what community is.

For you to build a platform that attracts your dreamboat clients, your soul tribe, the

first things you need to tune your senses to are:

1. Creating a sense of belonging.

And number 2 is something I have highlighted above and that is:

suzy ashworth
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2. Seeing people.

What I mean by that is acknowledging them. I try to welcome as many people as

possible to my programmes personally, either with a Facebook post or a

personalised video. I firmly believe that this is great for helping people to feel seen

and for reassuring them that they are in the right place. When they feel secure,

slowly but surely they tell their friends.

In a world where people are often mistaken for numbers, fans or followers, it is

forgotten that that the aim, for you or at least (the majority of people reading this),

is to see people.

These two pillars will be extremely useful for you when it comes to building your

own community.

If you’re following Eli, I know that a big part of your own mission will be to have a

desire to create impact, and this is often where the people get confused with the

‘number’ part of the equation. So I suppose for me, if anything was going to be

redefined, it would be the idea of impact.

What has been extremely helpful for me in the building of my businesses has been

to align with the ripple effect, which was never more apparent than recently when I

received a voice note from a client in Botswana who shared with me that the people

she was working with had got their hands on the book I had written about

hypnobirthing and were singing its praises. While this was great from an ego

perspective, I’m sharing this story because my business and the community who

still supports me and my growth today actually started in a completely different

field.

I started out in the hypnobirthing world, and when it came to coaching and the

programmes I created, everything was focused on birth and supporting birth

workers in their businesses. I went narrow and advise all of my clients to do the

same.
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In the pursuit of big numbers, it’s way too easy to try and appeal to a really wide

audience and talk about all of the things. The problem with that is you neglect to

create the all-important sense of belonging, which is actually way easier to foster

when your dreamboats know what they are going to get when they show up on your

Facebook page or Instagram account.

So when you think about your message and what you want to share in order to build

your community, narrowing in on who they are, their experiences, creating content

that talks from their worldview, is what evokes the ‘she/he gets it’ feeling that

makes you irresistible and ultimately builds and expands your community. As

counter-intuitive as it might feel, owning your niche and only speaking to that one

person is how you start to build a tribe of like-minded people who will grow with

you.

It was only after being in business for four years and building my business

exclusively around baby business owners that I increased the scope of my message

and therefore my audience. It was only after I was able to demonstrate proven

success in one area that I widened my business to other areas.

Knowing my niche and sharing consistent and relevant content has meant that not

only have they evolved with me, but they have also become my biggest advocates as

the community and ripple effect continue to thrive.

So to recap on my advice:

1. Create a sense of belonging.

2. See people.

3. Go narrow in your messaging.

I would love to know your biggest takeaway when it comes to building your

community from this post or maybe the whole series so far. Hit me up on Instagram

@suzy_ashworth, I’d love to hear from you.

https://www.instagram.com/suzy_ashworth/
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And if you need help with redefining your message, please come and join me for my

complimentary messaging masterclass. Sign up for it here.

Suzy Ashworth is a mindset,

messaging and miracle mentor for

women in business. The vision is to

help 1 million women achieve

economic freedom through building

soul based businesses that help them

to live a life of limitless experiences.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

http://suzyashworth.com/masterclass/
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=af3492b7c7&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=93ab2446ac&e=a6e4642ab1
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There are so many things I could write about for this piece - how I’ve learnt that

Community is about resonance over reach; that the best way to be interesting is to

be interested; that gentle whisperings often speak louder than noisy megaphones. I

could tell you that of all the people I’ve liked and followed and subscribed to since

joining the world of online biz 3ish years ago, it’s the quiet voices that I’ve stuck

with, the ones that remind me of my own.

I could also tell you that juggling 2 little ones and a busy biz means that I never

seem to be able to tick ’marketing’ off my to-do list. I STILL haven’t sent out a

single newsletter, have written a grand total of 1 blog post, and have recently

disappeared from social media - again! And yet, I have a healthy little business

that’s chugging along quite happily, one that’s been built pretty much entirely on

referrals and lots of cosy 1:1 conversations.

I could also tell you that despite all this, I still feel (most days) a tinge of guilt and

shame that I’m not ‘better’ at this whole audience-building thing. I wonder if my

modest following and inability to stick to a bloody content schedule makes me seem

less credible, or committed. I wish I had more time and energy, that I was more

consistent, that I wrote faster. I wish I had it in me to take lots of pretty colour-

coordinated pics, that I wasn’t so shy about showing my face, and had an endless

stream of thoughtful things to say, everyday.

The irony of course is that while I’m getting my panties in a bunch over audience-

building, I don’t actually want an ‘audience’ per se.

christina paul
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The thought has me squirming in my seat! But I do want connection. I do want cosy,

contemplative conversations. I do want Community.

By getting hung up on what I’m supposed to do, I’m forgetting how it’s supposed

to feel. And so, to remind myself what Community is really all about, I want to tell

you a story of the most powerful experience I’ve had of online community.

October, 2015. Unbeknownst to us, our 3 week-old baby Bailey was in heart failure.

One minute we were cooing and snuggling on the sofa, the next we were being

rushed into hospital for ‘emergency high-risk open-heart surgery’.

What does one do in a moment like this? Well, as we stood helpless and shell-

shocked in that hospital corridor, one of the first things my very private tough-guy

of a husband did was reach for his phone and post the news on Facebook. It was like

instinct kicked in. He did what was necessary - he sent out a distress signal to his

fellow humans. It was our SOS to humanity, our message-in-a-bottle to anyone and

everyone out there. We NEED you. We need every single one of you - every positive

vibe, thought and prayer you can muster. We can’t do this alone. We NEED you.

And sure enough, our little Facebook world erupted into Love. Pure, cascading, epic,

eclectic Love. An outpouring of messages, prayers and healing energy from friends

and strangers the world over. Offerings were made in an Indian Temple; nuns were

praying for us in Florence; sacred energies that I’d never even heard of were being

wired our way. It honestly felt like the whole world was rooting for us, through 8

hours of surgery, 30-min of resuscitation, and a very rocky few months of recovery.

And as woo as it may sound, I believe with my entire being that WE saved Bailey.

The doctors, the angels and our Community of Epic Love.

Now, I know that this is a rather extreme example - it’s not every day we’re posting

about some life-or-death situation (thank god!). But this experience has taught me

what really lies at the heart of Community. Once we let go of what we’re supposed

to do and focus on how it’s supposed to feel, at its best, and its purest, Community

is Love.
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How terribly cheesy. How perfectly simple. Community is a shared humanity, an

enlivening of hearts, a magical way of tapping into something bigger than

ourselves. And an online Community allows us to do this in a more epic, introvert-

friendly way than ever before. If we hadn’t opened our hearts and shared our

journey, we’d have missed out on the most love-filled experience of our lives. So

let’s screw the ‘shoulds’ and just share. There’s some crazy powerful Love out

there.
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Find her online: Website | Instagram

FREEBIE

Download Christina’s ‘HeartWork Prompts’ workbook to get to the heart of what 

you’re all about, own the work that only you can do, and truly come alive in your 

words and website.

Christina Paul is a brand storyteller 

and web designer, helping 

HeartWorkers uncover their unique 

brand of magic, and feel fully 

expressed in their words and websites. 

Christina lives in Bali with her husband 

and 2 little ones, Bailey and Hazel.

Her favourite things are tea, long 

walks, and cosy heart-to-hearts.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=c0fed44e52&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=5cf8cd830e&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=1774a7e395&e=a6e4642ab1
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Have you tried any interesting, unusual, or alternative ways of building, growing

and communicating with your business community?

So I set up AFEC (Asian Female Entrepreneur Collective) as a free Facebook group

just under 2 years ago! Initially I just set it up as a great way for me to network with

other suppliers for my wedding business but then very quickly I found myself doing

business workshops within two months of launching the group!

The Facebook group has grown to over 3300 members. I didn’t have a website and a

very small social media following when I hit my first six figures in business last year

from the workshops, masterminds and mentoring.

My strategy was really listening to my audience's problems, solving them through

my lives and then creating paid programs to go into much more detail. I didn’t have

an Instagram account until about a year ago! I think why it really worked was

because I really niched down on my audience as it was Asian female creative

entrepreneurs. I really talked about the cultural barriers and blocks we had so

women could really relate and resonate.

Do you have any ways of creating a thriving community which don’t involve

‘always on’ constant visibility?

Yes, so although I hit over 6 figures last year I took a total of 7 weeks off! I really

have leveraged automated posts in my group and social media channels so that I

sharn khaira
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don’t always have to be on. I took on a VA and she really helped me with all of the

tasks in business.

Now we have lots of automated posts going into the free groups as well as my paid

groups. I think its super important you set boundaries with your clients. Things

such as never giving out your personal number and asking them to email rather

than DM really helps. And it helps to reduce overwhelm.

Share an interesting or unusual way you communicate with your people

Facebook lives! I really leveraged Facebook lives and video in my private Facebook

group, and I haven’t really relied on a list to sell my services. Nor have I really

networked. Last year I started doing Taboo Tuesdays on my business page where I

spoke openly about Taboo issues in our Asian community. I have really loved doing

those and I find them so interesting and so do my audience. I think everyone should

play to their strengths so if you enjoy video then go live, but if you enjoy writing

then focus on blog posts and newsletters.

Share an interesting or unusual way that you bring your people together in

community

So, we have meet ups in London and Birmingham each quarter through my

Member’s Lounge programme. I think this is super interesting because I don’t see

many female entrepreneurs hosting meet ups with their communities! These are

non-sleazy networking events normally in cool places and we talk about real issues

and challenges we are facing. This can range from anxiety, spiritually to depression

– they have been so soul nourishing and refreshing.

What the downsides or difficulties of having a large audience (and how have you

overcome them)?

I think boundaries is a super big one. Being clear that people can’t just DM you

constantly and ask for free advice.
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I think there is a place for helping and serving others but there comes a time when

you must charge for your services! A few weeks ago, I really had to reinforce my

boundaries with my free group and paid clients because they should use the forms

of communication that have been agreed such as email or group posts. DMs and

Whatsapp messages can be super overwhelming especially if you get them in your

down time such as the weekends! It feels good to step into my power and let them

know politely. Always ensure that this is clear in contracts etc so that people know

where they stand.

How have you found a way to build your community that honours your limitations?

I think last year I was doing ALL of the things! I was travelling nearly every five

weeks as my husband was working in Canada. I was also planning a lot of

destination weddings! But I also launched my first mastermind, held workshops and

launched my membership site! What I really found helpful was doing things rather

than waiting for perfection! This was because I simply didn’t have the time so I just

got things done such as the launch of my membership site without a website and it

worked because the women were still getting great results! Don’t wait for perfect

because it never arrives just aim for done and you will move forward so much more

quicker.

How do you use social media to communicate with your people?

I always try and be honest as much as I can in my posts. I think in our Asian

community being honest can sometimes hold shame, but I have really embraced

honestly and authentically by sharing what’s going on behind the scenes. My

audience have really resonated with the posts where I have cried on social media or

shared my back story of being bullied in corporate and suffering from anxiety.

What does ‘community’ mean to you in a business context?

I think community is all about bring together like minded people who share the

same challenges, beliefs and values.
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It’s also about holding a safe space and holding the space for them to share their

challenges and blocks. Also, if you can solve their problems then why not create paid

products that will help them live their best life.

Are there any ways that you’ve deviated from the norm when growing your

audience/community and what has your experience been like?

I hadn’t seen or been part of a Facebook group which was tailored towards Asian

female entrepreneurs, so this was something different and unique. The experience

has been nothing short of amazing. Last year I hardly spent any money on Facebook

ads and I had a very small list. I still grew a successful business without the

traditional big marketing numbers such as a big social media following and big list.

Share an instance where your introversion has turned out to be a superpower when

connecting with your community

After big launches last year or when I was traveling I would retreat and the introvert

in me would come out so I wouldn’t go live for a few weeks. But what I found super

helpful was disconnecting and the coming back stronger. I think when you are

online all the time it can really stifle your creativity and you start to constantly be in

your head. It also blocks your intuition. I found just honouring my feelings really

helped me. I would encourage everyone to schedule in down time and self care.
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She loves helping female entrepreneurs step into their purpose, and she views it as

an honour to watch as they discover the best versions of themselves while creating

the impact and income they crave. She believes you can build the life you desire

because anything is possible. Why? She has walked the same path.

Find her online: Desi Bride Dreams | Asian Female Entrepreneurs 

Collective | Facebook | Instagram | Opt in

Sharn Khaira is a luxury wedding

planner in Asian and Fusion

weddings at Desi Bride Dreams.

She is an advocate for Asian Female

Entrepreneurs and has set up the

AFEC (Asian Female Entrepreneurs

Collective) to help others be

successful in business.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=78151d1497&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=53ede21d97&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=3b88dbd2ca&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=ff6378a098&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=ebb3711c86&e=a6e4642ab1
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I began building the Exciting Emails community, kind of by accident. I knew a year

ago that I needed to start an email list for my blog. I advertised it as blogging tips

and tricks with a side of my observations and personal updates. Fortunately, my

subscribers loved the emails and encouraged others to sign up. Before I knew it, I

was inundated with responses and began to meet and get to know so many new

bloggers. Subscribers began to chat to each other on social media and begged me to

start Twitter chats, WhatsApp groups and ways for everyone to support each other.

I was told, in no uncertain terms, to start a Facebook group and from there things

have flourished. We’ve hosted events, taken part in live trainings, gotten together

over pizza and regularly check in on each other across our platforms.

The members of my community really want to see each other succeed and it warms

my heart when I see them making connections, shouting each other out, helping

each other with a tech query or collaborating on content.

I make sure I ‘show up’ as often as I can for them, in a variety of ways. There’s the

weekly email catch up, the Facebook group threads that let them promote each

other, buddy up and even a mental health check in. I also ensure that at least one

Monday a month I open up my inbox for a ‘clinic’ where they can ask their burning

questions and get immediate advice. Lots of these ‘check ins’ can be automated -

like the emails and the Facebook threads, which saves me from overwhelm. I just

make sure I drop into the threads and answer the emails as often as I can!

vix meldrew
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So how have I managed to cultivate such a supportive, friendly and welcoming

community? I think it’s down to my members knowing one thing about me - I don’t

tolerate negativity. In fact, the number one rule of the Facebook group is, ‘don’t be a

dick’ and I have no qualms in cleansing our spaces from any negativity (which to be

fair, we just haven’t had). I think if the person at the helm of the community

regularly models their values - inclusivity, friendliness, approachability - then

members tend to follow that lead. Community for me, is reciprocity between people

that ensures everyone in the community can grow and glow in their own way, with

support and warmth. And one way I’ve kind of, gone against the grain, in this is

that I welcome people leaving.

In the world of social media where we are all obsessed with growing followers and

having as many people in our communities as possible, I’ve taken the route of

quality over quantity. Every single person on my list, in my membership or in the

Facebook group, WANTS to be there. And I know that because I regularly invite

people to leave. I draw a line in the sand and say, ‘If you don’t want to be here, feel

free to go but if you do, you need to be more reciprocal’. It works because people

who aren’t really bothered, leave and those who are get the kick up the butt to

engage more!

This all makes me sound like the most confident, ‘natural born leader’ type A

person EVER but nothing could be further from the truth. I’m the ultimate

introverted extrovert. But I use this in my power! I regularly show my community

my vulnerabilities, the mistakes I make and my journey from level 0 - which means

I can relate with everyone no matter where they’re coming from.

My biggest tip, with regards to building community, is to forever be

unapologetically you. People who are your people will join, reciprocate and flourish

with you, anyone else doesn’t need to be a part of your community. This way you

can serve the people who really do believe in community as best you can.
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Find her online: Website | Facebook | Freebie

Vix Meldrew is an award winning

blogger, podcaster and general

internet lurker.

She left her role as a primary school

teacher to build her community

through her blog, social channels,

coaching and membership, last year

and loves working with other

creators to help them grow their

platforms and build their own

communities.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=195de74dfc&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=5b67d96ff2&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=0d5c64c775&e=a6e4642ab1
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"It's all about bums on seats, right? The more people you put yourself in front of, the more

likely you are to sell."

I knew what they meant - I'd watched hundreds of other people say similar things

on similar videos over the years.

But HOW, exactly?

Growing an audience is one of those bizarre areas of the internet that is filled with

people selling you their specific method, and This One Weird Trick that doubled,

trebled, 10-Xed their audience.

But what a lot of these people neglect to tell you is that they either got very lucky

(an over-represeented group online, because we all love a get-rich-quick story), or

they worked consistently over a period of time to build up their community.

The problem is that we often fall into the trap of needing to know the how, and

needing to know it NOW, so we can GAIN ALL THE PEOPLE and EARN ALL THE

MONEY. I know I certainly did.

In the beginning, that's definitely what it can feel like, the GIMME-ALL-THE-

METHODS-SO-I-CAN-PAY-MY-RENT panic scrabble, because only people with

10,000 followers or email subscribers or connections make money, right?

gemma regalado-hawkey
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Well, first let me dispel a myth: Money earned is not correlated to follower size.

There are plenty of people with a hundred followers or 50 email subscribers making

an excellent trade, and there are even more people who seemingly thought that

hundreds of thousands of "bums on seats" meant the streets would be paved in

gold, but are watching tumbleweed fly across the PayPal screen.

People need a reason to gather together, and when you're in the mindset of having

to "collect" people like fucking marbles or football stickers, you're not giving them a

reason. You're actually coming across as needy and self-interested, which is the

Time-Honoured People Repeller.

So, what is your reason to bring people together? Beyond the "I need to pay my

landlord!" - most people won't care about that in and of itself, and the few people

that do will feel sorry for you - that's not the energy for building a audience who

care.

Understanding YOUR reason for bringing people together underpins everything in

your community-based business. You hear so often that people don't buy what you

do, they buy why you do it - but that's really only half the solution. People don't buy

what you do, they buy why you do it, so long as it aligns with their own why, and

when you nail that touch point, you're on your way to building the most meaningful

community possible filled with people who get you.

When creating a community, you have to think about yourself more as a lighthouse,

rather than a lifeboat; someone guiding people towards you, instead of scrambling

towards each individual person and desperately grasping on to them. Your "why"

helps you to stand strong in your message without diverting your own attention into

how someone else managed to build their community, even in those times when it

feels like no-one is watching you, and no-one cares (and most stories of people who

got anywhere are littered with stories of speaking to no-one before the people

started to trickle in).
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It might sound simple, but the decision to switch to become someone who attracts

people to you from someone chasing people down can help to switch from that

mindset of "get get get" to "how can I deliver the best value into the community I

want to build, even if it's not been built yet". And doesn't that feel like it gives you a

chance to breathe?

From this space, you can pick and choose the methods of delivering your message

that actually suit you and your business, rather than following a modality that

might have worked for someone else. You get to build your community in your way

around your strengths, and eschew everything else that detracts from the message.

Community building is an absolute privilege, and it isn't something that comes from

one singular action. It involves work, consistency, and time - it's not sexy, but it's

achievable to everyone. Get clear on your why, stand firm in your message, don't

chase the numbers, and remember, you're a lighthouse.
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my hand to photography in 2018 after I realised all of my friends and family were

putting the pictures I took of them up on mantelpieces and printing them on cards.

Branding is something I’m INCREDIBLY passionate about, and I have a LOT to say

on the subject, but what you need to know is that I took the best bits of a 17-year

career in design and development and teamed them up with a life-long passion in

photography so I can help you show up like the majestic unicorn you are.

I’m the person to come to if you want fun, easy, colourful photos, part-

documentary style, part-directed, that tell the story of your brand with you at the

heart of it all. No wanky gimmicks, just wicked pictures.

Find Gemma online: Website | Instagram

Hi, I’m Gemma, your next

photographer and the sweary

wordsmith behind the amusingly

named Gemma Shoots People (and

trust me, that name helps to filter

the people who get me straight away.

Uncoventional marketing tactics is

my jam).

I spent 17 years as a web developer

and branding designer, only turning

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=a59bcb429b&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=c57bfb9324&e=a6e4642ab1
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To me community means feeling accepted and surrounded by people who

understand you and are there for you. In The Coven we are a community of

freelancers and business owners all of whom often feel lonely and want to support

and feel supported by other people who get it. I cannot explain how important I

think community is to have, being a part of a community can be intrinsically to

someone’s well-being, it can take you from the bottom to feeling at the top.

I built my community using a Facebook group initially which in itself isn’t especially

individual, it’s a very common way of starting a community, we had a free Facebook

group that anybody could join and chat whilst I tested out my membership platform

and found out what my target audience REALLY wanted.

Me and my team communicate with our community via various platforms, we send

weekly emails straight to their inbox and we chat via the Facebook group plus we

have a private Instagram where we put out the latest Coven news and keep up to

date with what all our members are doing on the gram.

One thing that is interesting about The Coven (or I think it is HAHA) is that we have

a community that is thriving and constantly full of busy conversation and we always

have done since the start. Because of this the question I get asked most frequently is

“how did you create such a thriving community?”. I’ve pondered it long and hard

because the answer wasn’t necessarily that clear to me, it felt as though it just sort

of happened naturally but I think after lots of thought that it’s down to our strict

rules we put in place in the beginning.

sapphire bates
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We put a big emphasis on creating a space that was open to all and where everyone

adhered to being 1. Supportive and 2. Nice. We live by a “if you don’t have anything

nice to say don’t say anything” policy and from that we’ve created a community

that is full of love, compassion and kindness.

Now that isn’t even the part that’s interesting, the part that I find interesting is the

fact that the community is always so full of activity yet we don’t push for constant

activity. In actual fact we regularly remind users to use The Coven as and when they

need it. We don’t expect any of our members to be constantly involved and on social

media, in the same way that our members don’t expect members of the team to be

constantly on social media. We encourage member’s to take breaks when they need

it, ignore us when they are really busy with work and dip in when they need an

uplifting chat/piece of advice/an answer to a question and it’s led us to where we are

now with a community where people feel comfortable to chat about what’s on their

mind and come and go as they please. It’s lovely!
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Sapphire Bates, 24, based in Ibiza, the 

founder of The Coven, an online 

membership platform for freelancers 

and women in business.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=96541fd87d&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=8d1e125aa4&e=a6e4642ab1
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The lovely Karen recorded a video for us 

– click here to watch

karen arthur

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5cjoAPBJ7Y&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5cjoAPBJ7Y&feature=youtu.be
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Karen teaches people of all ages to fall in love with their sewing machines. She runs

workshops to teach all ages about sewing, textiles and fashion.

Karen runs a monthly craft social - Tuesday Thrills - for crafty people who need a

mid-week break. She is 1/3 of @Craftmoves committed to ending loneliness in

London through craft.

She has recently had two articles written about her work in @actualsizemagazine

and @lewishamledger and was featured on the cover of the latter and

@goldie_magazine at the end of last year. A subsequent article about craft, aging

and loneliness was published in their January issue.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Karen Arthur has just turned 57 - a

fashion designer, sewing tutor and

mother of two grown women.

Karen was a teacher for 28 years but

left it behind in 2015. She been

sewing for over 40 years, now

creating beautiful clothing for

women who appreciate hand crafted

care and slow fashion.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=73b0bb5b6d&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=8cb892f62e&e=a6e4642ab1
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The power of a little yes.

The whole concept of building a community feels daunting if I am totally honest.

Knowing myself, that my sweet spot is one-on-one connections, I knew for the sake

of my business and sanity, that I had to find a way to make this work for me. I took

a long hard look at my top five strengths and noticed that 80% of my strengths lie

in relationship building, but the one strength that stood out to me when I

considered how to create connections and community is a strength called

‘Individualization’. This core strength means that I am skilled at noticing unique

characteristics in others and positioning them to do what they do best. With this

deeper understanding of myself, it was time to apply it to creating community.

After a few attempts at joining online communities and feeling frustrated by the

endless stream of conversation threads whizzing-on without a chance to “stand

out” or connect, I knew there had to be another way for someone like me. As an

introvert who naturally rebels against the norm, I had to find my own way.

After many failed attempts and wonky connections later.

The power of ‘little yeses’ was born.

This is a deceptively simple process, but I want you to consider that outreach, isn’t

about numbers as much as it is about discerning a right fit.

heidi taylor
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If you are thinking “I’ll figure that out as I go”, you might want to consider

adopting my practice of ‘little yeses’ because it can and will save you time, some

heartache, and maybe even a headache or two.

Inviting someone new into my world starts with a direct message on Instagram or

an email. I like to tell them what I’ve noticed about them, or something about their

way of doing or way of being. I share my genuine appreciation about how they are

showing up in the world. People like to know they matter, so I go out of my way to

say; “Here is what I’ve noticed about you and here why I think we’d have a great

conversation…”

In this busy, fast-paced, shout-it-out loud social media era we are living in, I have

found that personalized outreach is still a powerful form of connection.

Reaching out isn’t about writing a script that works every time you use it. It’s

important to customize each outreach to the person you want to connect with. A

new connection will thrive in a space of deep understanding. Knowing something

specific or unique about the person and the shared space of deep understanding

between you goes a very long way to building trust with your new connection. The

byproduct of connecting through outreach is that it connects you to a whole new

community of people via a deeper connection with one person. But I am getting way

ahead of myself here...

This is where the ‘little yeses’ come in.

After I’ve taken the time to reach out through a direct message or an email, I watch

and listen.

This is one of the most important parts of the process. Listening to and watching

for how the response comes back is critical to the success of the connection. Is it a

one-word answer or a joyful acceptance? Or is it a ‘ghosting’, or, my least favorite

option, a wonky response that just doesn’t sit right? Tuning in and noticing what

your gut or body response is giving you and honouring that feeling is everything.
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The point isn’t to get a ‘little yes’ from everyone I reach out to. The point is to

discern if I am on the same page as this person. Perhaps we are not at all, or, we

may be somewhere in between.

This is where I slow down and gather some of the most important information I can

about my new connection. How a new connection responds to me tells me pretty

much everything I need to know about how the relationship will go. While it may be

a bold statement, in my experience, it has held true. Of course, there may be a few

exceptions to the rule, but I prefer to place my attention on the response I receive. If

I get a response that the person is also interested in engaging in a conversation, that

is a ‘little yes’ and more importantly, permission to proceed. Permission is the start

of a trusting relationship and respectful people will ask for and wait for permission

to proceed. Think about a time someone has rushed you, pushed passed your

requests, or ignored your standard operating procedures. Did it end up going well?

Likely not. This is why my love for ‘little yeses’ was born.

‘Little yeses’ can lead to a conversation, a connection, or a new opportunity. They

can also lead to clients, customers, and sales. If you are wondering, this practice of

looking for ‘little yeses’ can be used for a personal or a professional connection.

We’ve all been in those situations where if left to chance, a professional connection

can go sideways if it’s not guided with intention and discernment.

Reaching out to make a deep and genuine connection is a powerful tool that

introverted business owners are uniquely wired to do well. The results may just

surprise you. For me, I know this to be true as the connection I made with Eli in

September of last year is the reason I landed in this community project and

ultimately in your inbox.
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I help caring service-based business owners, to take your goals, your unique way of

working, your desire, and not only establish that into a business model that works -

but show you exactly how to sell it. We also trim away the excess in your processes

and packages. Display your brilliance that is going unseen. Examine where and why

you’re wilting. Add to your repertoire the direct, pointed skills of getting what you

want and need to support your business, your work, and your creativity.

Find her online: Instagram | Website

Follow along with Heidi’s IG stories on Wednesdays where she reviews actual intake forms of 

online business owners so you can learn the art of asking better questions that convert to 

better clients and sales. 

Heidi Taylor is what happens when a

sales coach collides with a life coach.

Her style is relational. Her system is

proprietary. And her approach is a

yin yang of both kind and direct. She

has over ten years experience

running businesses, both off and

online. Heidi is a Business Coach for

Caring People. (Ya know, those on

the opposite end of the sleazebag

spectrum).

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=bec849a367&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=08148eadec&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=7fef36fd5a&e=a6e4642ab1
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Eli recorded an audio for us 

– click here to listen

eli trier

https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/eli-trier-for-redefining-community/s-CXTWn
https://soundcloud.com/eli-trier/eli-trier-for-redefining-community/s-CXTWn
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A long-time business owner, Eli knows first-hand the power of human connection

to build a business, and her unique approach got her featured in The FT Guide to

Business Networking. She specialises in creating powerful, strategic online

community projects and loves every minute of her work (even the boring bits).

When she's not working you can find her curled up with a book, painting, or

hanging out with her fiance Lars.

Find her online: Website | Instagram

Eli Trier lives in the wonderful city

of Copenhagen, Denmark and is a

community builder for Quiet

Revolutionaries. She helps introverts

with big dreams to get connected

and build thriving, engaged

communities around their

businesses, so that they can make a

massive impact, find their dream

clients, and make their corner of the

world a better place.

https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=efbc7190d2&e=a6e4642ab1
https://elitriercommunities.us16.list-manage.com/track/click?u=66de8b97bbf2cc79a89af7790&id=64eea8e5d0&e=a6e4642ab1
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What an incredible collection of community stories we have seen over the last few 

weeks! I've been so moved and inspired by everyone's submissions, and I look 

forward to re-reading all the contributions and pulling out the common threads. 

I really hope you have enjoyed reading the daily emails as much as I have, and have 

been inspired to re-examine your won ideas of what a business community really is.

I want to take this opportunity to say a huge and heartfelt thank you to every single 

one of our contributors, as well as to all of you who signed up to be a part of this 

lovely project.

All the posts will remain live on Instagram, so feel free to hang out there and share 

your thoughts about the project and anything you've learned or discovered along the 

way.

Lots of love

Eli xxx

some final thoughts

http://instagram.com/elitriercommunities
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The Redefining Community project was organised
and edited by Eli Trier. 

For more about Eli’s work and details of other 
community projects like this one, please visit her 

website: http://elitriercommunities.com

http://elitriercommunities.com/

